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_ (ABSTRACT)

The dissertation explores the labor market effects of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, which prohibits employers from practicing wage discrimination and employment dis-

crimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin or color. .

A theoretical model of the equal wage and the equal employment provisions of Title Vll

is developed and applied to the labor input decisions of a discriminating firm. The enforce-

ment model is then extended to consider the market·wide wage and employment eßects of

Title Vll.

The analysis raises questions as to whether Title Vll, as it is enforced by the Equal Em-

ployment Opportunity Commission, can in fact increase the market wages and improve the

market employment opportunities of the workers who face discrimination in the labor market.

The labor market wage and employment effects of Title VII under alternate enforcement

strategies are also examined.
l
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CHAPTER 1 TITLE VII AND THE EQUAL

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

I.IntroductionFemales

and blacks hold a lower status in the labor market than do white males. Within

major occupational groupings and in the labor market in general, the average incomes of

blacks and females are less than the average income of white males. Females and blacks

are also less Iikely than white males to be employed in high income, high status occupations.

The public perception that widespread labor market discrimination against females and blacks

is a major factor responsible for their labor market disadvantages has led to the passage of

numerous federal, state and local laws that are intended to end labor market discrimination.

Most of the federal laws that deal with racial and sexual discrimination in the labor mar-

ket were passed during the 1960’s. The Equal Pay Act of 1963 prohibits sex-based wage dis-

crimination within occupations. Executive Order 11246 (1965) and Executive Order 11375

(1967) combine to prohibit federal contractors from discriminating on the basis of race, sex,

color, religion or national origin and require federal contractors to take "afiirmative action" to

cHAPTER 1 TITLE VII AND THE EQUAL EMPLQYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION 1



ensure non-discriminatory employment practices! Without question, the most important fed-

eral anti·discrimination law in terms of the proscribed employment practices, the range of

employer coverage and the structure of the enforcement system is Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, as amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972.

Title VII prohibits employers from practicing discrimination in the terms and conditions

of employment on the basis of race, sex, color, religion or national origin. While Title Vll os-

tensibly covers all areas of the employee-employer relationship, the law has been applied

most often to the employment and compensation decisions commonly made by employers.

As a general principle, Title VII prohibits employers from basing their hiring, firing, training,

Iayoff, wage and fringe benefit decisions on factors that are unrelated to the productivity

characteristics of employees! Currently, the employment and compensation practices of pri-

vate employers with 15 or more employees, state and local governments with 15 or more

employees, and educational institutlons with 15 or more employees are covered by Title Vll.*

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore theoretlcally some ofthe labor market wage

and employment impllcations of Title VII. At the core of the issues to be addressed is whether

the effective enforcement of Title VII can indeed raise the market wages and improve the

market-wide employment opportunities of blacks and females. Also of interest is whether the

enforcement of Title VII adversely affects the market wages and the market-wide employment

opportunities of white males.
n

The remainder of this chapter outlines the role of the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission in the enforcement of Title Vll and reviews the existing empirical and theoretical

I Executive Order 11246 also established the Office of Federal Contract Compliance to monitor the

employment practices of federal contractors.

Z A detailed analysis of the legal principles and issues embodied in Title VII is beyond the scope of this

dissertation. For a summary of these topics, see Howard Anderson and Michael Levin-Epstein,

Primer of Equal Employment Opportunity (Washington: Bureau of National Affairs, 1982), Barbara

Lindermann Schlei and Paul Grossman, Employment Discrimination Law, 2nd ed. (Washington:

American Bar Association, 1983) and Gerald Hartman and Michael Cleveland, Current Employment

Law Issues (Winston-Salem: Wake Forest University School of Law, 1986).

I The coverage of Title VII also extends to public and private employment agencies, labor unions and

joint labor-management apprenticeship programs. The federal government and religious organiza-

tions are not covered by Title VII.
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research into the labor market effects of Title VII. Chapter 2 presents a model of labor market

discrimination that will serve as the basis for the theoretical analysis of Title VII. Chapter 3

considers the labor market implications of a law that prohibits employers from practicing

wage discrimination. Chapter 4 explores the labor market implications of a law that prohibits

employers from practicing employment discrimination. Chapter 5 studies the labor market

effects of a law that prohibits both wage discrimination and employment discrimination.

Chapter 6 offers some policy conclusions regarding the enforcement of Title VII and raises a

number of issues for further research.

ll. The Enforcement Role of the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) is the federal agency responsible

for administering Title VIl.‘ The EEOC is charged with the dual roles of interpreting the pro-

visions of Title VII and resolving Title VII disputes that arise between employers and employ-ees.5The
EEOC has identitied two general types of employment practices that violate Title VII:

practices which result in disparate treatment discrimination and practices which result in

disparate impact discrimination. Disparate treatment discrimination exists when the labor

input decisions of an employer are based directly on the race-sex characteristics of workers.

included among the employment practices that have been identilied by the EEOC as promoting

‘
See U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Annual Report (Washington: U.S. Government

Printing Office, published yearly) for a general overview of the EEOC's Title VII enforcement activities

and for detailed data concerning the EEOC's Title Vll caseload.

5 While the EEOC's interpretation of Title VII does not have legal standing in the federal courts, the

U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Griggs v. Duke Power Co. (1971) that the EEOC's interpretation of 'Htle

VII is entitled to be given 'great deference' by federal courts during the adjudication of Title VII cases.
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disparate treatment discrimination against blacks and females are the race-sex labelling of

heIp~wanted ads, the restriction of female employment to jobs classitied as "female jobs," the

refusal to provide the training necessary for job advancement to females and blacks when

such training is made available to white males, and the establishment of sexually and racially

based pay scales for workers employed in the same occupationß Disparate impact discrimi-

nation exists when the labor input decisions of an employer impact disproportionately on

blacks and females. Under the disparate impact theory ofdiscrimination, the use of employee

selection criteria which have a disparate impact against blacks and females and which cannot

be shown to be directly job related or to be valid predictors of job performance is prohibited.

included among the employment "tests" that have been prohibited due to their disparate im-

pact against blacks and females are the requirement that job applicants hold a high school

diploma when a high school education is not necessary to perform the job successfully and

the implementation of weightlifting, height and weight requirements which are not directly job

related.

An important point of difference in the EEOC’s application of the disparate treatment and

disparate impact theories of discrimination concerns the nature of the evidence needed under

each of the theories to establish vlolations of Title VII. To establish Title VII vlolations under

the disparate treatment theory, evidence is needed regarding the intent of the employer to

treat workers differently on the basis of their race and sex. However, the results of an em-

ployer’s labor input decislons, not his intent to discriminate, determine if Title VII vlolations

can be established against an employer under thedisparate impact theory. Thus, an em-

ployment practice which on the surface appears to be racially and sexually neutral but which

'
The EEOC also has the power to enforce the Equal Pay Act (EPA). The overlap between the EPA and

Title VII has created some controversy with respect to the issue of sexual wage discrimination.
Congress intended the EPA to require 'equal pay for equal work.' Title VII, on the other hand, con-

tains a broad-based prohibition against wage discrimination that has been interpreted by the EEOC

and the federal courts to require 'equal pay for substantially equal work.' The EEOC and the federal

courts have adopted a narrow definition of what constitutes 'substantially equal work' and have re-

fused to widen the definition to include a 'comparable work' standard. For an analysis of the legal

issues surrounding the Equal Pay Act and the equal wage provisions of Title VII. see Faith Ruderfer,
'Sex-Based Wage Discrimination Under Title VII: Equal Pay for Equal Work or Equal Pay for Compa-

rable Work?' William and Mary Law Review 22(Spring 1981):421-485 and George Milkovich and Renae

Broderick, 'Pay Discrimination: Legal Issues and lmplications for Research,' Industrial Relations

21(Fall 1982):309-317.
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adversely affects a disproportionate number of blacks and females may be in violatlon of Title

VII, even if the employer does not intend to discrimlnate against blacks and females.

The disparate impact theory of discrimination has been applied by the EEOC most often

in Title VII cases involving ”barrier-to-entry" claims of employment discrimination. The EEOC

has adopted the policy that employment discrimination can be inferred from a statistical im-

balance between the race-sex composition of an employer’s workforce and the race-sex

· composition of the pool of qualitied workers who are available to the employer.7 In general,

a prima facie violatlon of Title VII can be established under the disparate impact theory of

employment discrimination against an employer who underemploys blacks and females rela-

tive to their representation in the labor market from which the employer draws his

workforce!

The EEOC applies the disparate impact theory of employment discrimination on an

occupation·by-occupation basis in an attempt to account for differences in skill requirements

between occupations. For an occupation requiring skills which are not generally possessed

. by workers in the labor market, the EEOC bases its measure of the availability of qualitied

blacks and females on the race-sex composition of the pool of workers in the labor market

who already possess or can easily acquire the skills required in the occupation. In practice,

the EEOC has a tendency to base the "avallabllity measure" for a "skilled" occupation on the

race-sex composition of the pool of workers in the labor market who already hold employment

7 There is considerable debate concerning the appropriate use of employment statistics in identifying
disparate impact employment discrimination. One set of issues surrounds the choice of the 'avail-
ability measure' that is to be used as the basis for the statistical comparison. Also at issue is the
extent of the statistical imbalance that is necessary to establish a Title VII violation. For a summary
of these issues, see Marc Rosenblum, ‘Evolving EEO Decision Law and Applied IR Research,' In-
dustrial Relations 21(Fall 1982):340-351, Frank Krzystoüak and Jerry Newman, 'Evaluating Employ-
ment Outcomes: Availability Models and Measures,' Industrial Re/ations 21(Fall 1982):277-292, and
Anthony Boardman and Aidan Vining, 'The Role of Probative Statistics in Employment Discrimination
Cases,' Law and Contemporary Prob/ems 46(Autumn 1983):189-218.

°
Employment statistics alone generally are not sufticient to establish a prima facie case of disparate
treatment discrimination against an employer. However, employment statistics may be introduced
in these cases as supporting evidence once an employer’s discriminatory intent has been estab-
Iished. See Miguel Angel Mendez. 'Presumptions of Discriminatory Motive in Title VII Disparate
Treatment Cases," Stanford Law Review 23(July 1980):1129-1162 and Elaine Shoben, 'T'he Use of
Statistics to Prove lntentional Employment Discrimination,' Law and Contemporary Problems
46(Autumn 1983):221-245.
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in the occupation. For an occupation requiring skills which are generally possessed by

workers in the labor market, the EEOC tends to broaden the availability measure to include

the race-sex composition ofthe pool of workers in the labor market who are employed in other

"unskiIIed" occupations and in some instances the race-sex composition of the population at

large. Thus, under the EEOC's application of the disparate impact theory of employment dis-

crimination, an employer who is underemploying blacks and females in a given occupation,

relative to their representation in the occupation-specific availability measure, is open to be-

ing found in violation of Title Vll.°

The operational dimension of the EEOC's Title VII enforcement effort lies in the resolution

ofthe Title VII conflicts that arise between employers and employees. The EEOC receives Title

VII charges from workers who believe their rights under Title VII have been violated by em-

pIoyers.‘° The EEOC investlgates the Title VII cases over which it has jurisdiction to determine

if there exists reasonable cause to conclude that Title VII has been vlolatedßl Prior to ren-

dering a formal decision in a Title VII case, the EEOC attempts to negotiate an informal

settlement between the parties to the charge. The EEOC closes the case without rendering

a formal decision if the informal settlement attempt is successful. However, if the informal

settlement attempt ls not successful and the EEOC concludes that Title VII has been violated,

then the EEOC issues a "reasonable-cause" decision, formally charging theemployer with vi-

°
The EEOC's use of availability measures to enforce the equal employment provisions of 'ütle VII does
not impose legally binding employment quotas on employers. Indeed, the legislative history of Title
VII clearly indicates that Congress was determined not to impose quotas on employers. See Gary
Bryner, 'Congress, Courts, and Agencies: Equal Employment and the Limits of Policy Implementa-
tion,' Political Science Quarterly 96(Fall 1981):411-430. This caveat notwithstanding, if employers
adjust the race-sex composition of their respective workforces toward the availability measures in

an attempt to avoid being found in violation of Title VII, then the availability measures effectively
function as employment quotas.

*° Although the EEOC has the power to initiate Title VII charges, it employs this enforcement strategy
in a limited number of cases. instead, the EEOC relies on the processing of the Title VII charges filed
by aggrieved workers as the main component of its Title VII enforcement strategy.

Il The EEOC does not have jurisdiction over all Title VII charges it receives. The EEOC is required to
defer the investigation of Title VII cases arislng in cities and states with existing and enforceable
anti·discrimination laws to the state and local Fair Employment Practices Commissions (FEPCs) that
have been empowered to enforce these laws. However, the deferred cases are not totally out of the
EEOC's control. The EEOC monitors the activities of the FEPCs to determine if their decisions are
consistent with the EEOC's interpretation of Title VII. ln addition, deferred cases can be returned to

the EEOC in the event they are not settled by the FEPCs to the satisfaction of the aggrieved workers

or the EEOC.
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olating Title VII. The EEOC then attempts to formally conciliate the dispute. In general, the

goals of the EEOC during the informal settlement process and the formal conciliation process

are to provide relief to the charging party and all similarly affected parties and to extract from

the charged employer commitments to bring his employment practices into compllance with

Title VII. The EEOC can pursue the case in Federal District Court in the event the EEOC is

unsuccessful in meeting its goals during the formal conciliation process.'!

III. The Labor Market Implications of Title VII

A major objective of Title VII is to improve the labor market status of blacks and females

through the elimlnation of racial and sexual discrimination in the labor market. The 'equal

wage" provisions of Title VII make it illegal for employers to practice wage discrimination

against blacks and females within occupations. The "equal employment' provisions of Title

VII make it illegal for employers to practice employment discrimination against blacks and

females. Given the nature of the equal wage and equal employment provisions of Title VII, it

is reasonable to expect that the effective enforcement of Title VII will increase the market

wages of blacks and females within occupations and will improve the access of blacks and

females to high income, high status occupations.

Freeman conducts an aggregate time-series analysis of the impact of the EEOC’s

enforcement of Title VII on the labor market status of blacks." He concludes that the EEOC’s

Title VII enforcement efforts were effective in improving the labor market income of blacks.

relative to the labor market income of whites, during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s. How-

'! The power to directly file a federal suit under Title VII was transferred from the Department of Justice
to the EEOC by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972.

I! Richard Freeman, 'Changes in the Labor Market for Black Americans,' Brooking Papers on Economic
Activity 1(1973);67-131.
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ever, Freeman's analysis also raises questions as to whether the labor market gains achieved

by black females were identical in nature to the labor market gains achieved by black males.

According to Freeman, black females experienced a signiiicant Improvement in their occupa-

tional attainment during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, whereas black males experienced

little improvement in their occupational attainment during the same time period.

Butler and Heckman question whether the EEOC’s enforcement of Title Vll was an im-

portant factor in explaining the Increased relative income of blacks during the late 1960’s and

early 1970’s.“ Butler and Heckman argue that the labor force participation of blacks was de-

clining relative to the labor force participation of whites during this time period. They further

_ argue that the expansion of income transfer programs during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s

resulted in a disproportionately large number of blacks with low labor market incomes drop-

ping out of the labor force. According to Butler and Heckman, the measured increase In the

relative labor market income of blacks during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s was due to the

concentration of black labor market dropouts among low income black workers and was not

the result ofthe EEOC’s Title Vll enforcement efforts.

Brown attempts to correct aggregate time-series income data for the impact labor market

dropouts have on the measured relative labor market income of blacks.’° He shows that the

existence of labor market dropouts does not account for the entire measured increase in the

relative labor market income of blacks, which suggests it is possible the EEOC’s enforcement

of Title Vll was responsible for at least a portion of the observed increase in the relative labor

market income of blacks during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s.

Leonard conducts an economy-wide cross-section analysis of the impact of private Title

Vll litigation on the occupational attainment of minorities and females between the years 1966

l* Richard Butler and James Heckman, 'The Government's impact on the Labor Market Status of Black
Americans: A Critical Review} in Equal Rights and Industrial Relations, ed. Leonard Hausman
(Madison: Industrial Relations Research Association, 1977):235-281.

15 Charles Brown, 'Black-White Earnings Ratios Since the Civil Rights Act of 1964: The Importance of
Labor Market Dropouts,' Quarterly Journal of Economics 99(February 1984):31-44.
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and 1977.*' He finds the enforcement of Title VII through private litigation to be important in

explaining the improved occupational attainment of minorities between 1988 and 1977, partic-

ularly with respect to their increased employment in white collar occupations. However,

Leonard also finds that private Title VII litigation was not generally effective in terms of im-

proving the occupational attainment of white females between 1988 and 1977.

Beller studies the impact of the EEOC’s enforcement of Title VII on the occupational at-

tainment of black males relative to the occupational attainment of white maIes.*7 Using an

economy-wide cross-section analysis for the years 1988 and 1970, Beller concludes that the

EEOC’s enforcement of Title VII had mixed results with respect to improving the relative oc-

cupational attainment of black males. Her ündlngs suggest the EEOC’s enforcement of Title

VII increased the relative employment of black males in some high income, high status occu-
h

pations, such as in the "officials and managers" class of occupations, while at the same time

decreased the relative employment of black males in other high income, high status occupa-

tions, such as in the ”professionals” class of occupations. Beller also finds that the enforce-

ment of Title VII between the years 1988 and 1970 did not affect the aggregate relative

employment of black males.

Beller attributes the differing employment effects associated with the EEOC’s Title VII

enforcement efforts to the simultaneous enforcement of the equal wage provision of Title VII

and the equal employment provision of Title VII. According to Beller, the enforcement of the ·

equal wage provision tends to decrease the relative employment of black males within a

particular occupation whereas the enforcement of the equal employment provision tends to

increase the relative employment of black males in the occupation. Beller argues that the

direction of change in the relative employment of black males within occupations is dependent

*‘
Jonathan Leonard, 'Antidiscrimination or Reverse Discrimination: The Impact of Changing Demo-
graphics, Title VII, and Affirmative Action on Productivity,' Journal of Human Resources 19(5pring
1984):145-174. Leonard also considers the criticism that Title Vll forces employers to hire unqualified
minorities and females. He finds that the productivity of females and minorities increased relative
to the productivity of white males between the years 1968 and 1977 despite the concurrent enforce-
ment of TitleVII.*7

Andrea Beller, 'The Economics of Enforcement of an Antidiscrimination Law: Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964,' Journal of Law and Economics 21(October 1978):359-380.
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on whether the EEOC places more emphasis on enforcing the equal employment provision of

Title VII or enforcing the equal wage provision of Title VII.

Beller examlnes the impact of the EEOC’s enforcement of Title VII on the labor market

status of females in a series of disaggregated cross-section studies. Beller finds that the

EEOC’s enforcement of Title VII between the years 1972 and 1974 increased the probability of

females being employed in occupations traditionally dominated by maIes.1* Beller also finds

· that the enforcement of Title VII during the early 1970’s decreased sex differentials in labor

market earnings.1*

The body of empirical research into the labor market effects of Title VII suggests the

enforcement of Title VII has had some positive influence on the labor market status of blacks

and females.*° However, the research does not appear to provide strong and consistent evi-

dence regarding the nature of the labor market gains achieved by blacks and females as a

result of the enforcement of Title VII, particularly with respect to the impact of Title VII on the

occupational attainment of blacks and females. For example, Freeman’s analysis suggests

that the enforcement of Title VII improved the occupational attainment of black females during

the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, but also suggests that the enforcement of Title VII was not

effective in improving the occupational attainment of black males during the same time period.

BeIler's analysis of the occupational attainment of black males also raises questions as to

1* Andrea Beller, 'Occupational Segregation by Sex: Determinants and Changes,' Journal of Human
Resources 17(Summer 1982):371-397. In a separate study, Beller also attributes a portion of the oc-
cupational gains achieved by females during the mid 1970’s to the enforcement of 'ütle IX of the Ed-
ucation Amendments of 1972. Title IX mandates equal opportunity for females in acquiring education.
See Andrea Beller, ’The Impact of Equal Opportunity Policy on Sex Differentials in Earnings and Oc-
cupations,' American Economic Review 72(May 1982):171-175.

1* Andrea Beller, 'The Effect of Economic Conditions on the Success of Equal Employment Opportunity
Laws: An Application to the Sex Differentials in Earnings,' Review of Economics and Statistics
62(August 1980):379-387.

2* There exists a parallel line of empirical research into the labor market effects of the affirmative action
programs of federal contractors. It appears that affirmative action programs have improved the
wage and employment opportunities of females and minorities in federal contractors. For a sample
of some of the work in this area, see Paul Osterman, 'Aflirmative Action and Opportunity: A Study
of Female Ouit Rates,' Review of Economics and Statistics 64(November 1982):604-612, Jonathan
Leonard, 'Employment and Occupational Advance Under Affirmative Action,' Review of Economics
and Statistics 66(August 1984):377-385 and Jonathan Leonard, 'What Promises are Worth: The Impact

of Affirmative Action GoaIs,' Journal of Human Resources 20(Winter 1985):3-20.
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how effective the enforcement of Title VII was during the late 1960's in terms of improving the

occupational attainment of black males. BelIer's study of the occupational attainment of fe-

males suggests that the enforcement of Title VII during the early 1970’s improved the em-

ployment opportunities for females in occupations from which they traditionally were

excluded, whereas Leonard’s research questions whether the occupational attainment of

white females improved during the late 1960’s and early 1970’s as a result of the enforcement

of Title VII.

The inconclusive and somewhat inconsistent nature of the empirical Iindings regarding

the labor market effects of Title VII may be due to a number of factors. The quality of the data

employed in the empirical Title VII studies, particularly the data intended to measure the in-

tensity of the EEOC's enforcement effort, is far from ideal. As a result, it might be very difficult

to isolate statistically the wage and employment effects of Title VII. On a more basic level, lt

might be the case that the EEOC's enforcement effort has not been of sufficient intensity to

compel widespread compliance with Title VII.

Perhaps the most intriguing question that is raised by the empirical studies of TitIe.VII is

theoretical in nature: Is Title VII capable of improving the market-wide wage and employment

opportunities of blacks and females, even in the unlikely event that all employers comply with

Title VlI?“ There have been few attempts to develop a detailed theoretical analysis of the

wage and employment implications of Title VII in particular and anti-discrimination laws in

general, and the few attempts that have been made are delicient in a number of important

respects.

ZI Beller indirectly raises this question in her study of the impact of Title VII on the relative occupational
attainment of black males. She notes that the equal wage and equal employment provisions of Title

Vll tend to generate conflicting employment effects. However, Beller fails to pursue the theoretical
implications of this central conflict and instead states that the net employment effects of Title VII
depend on whether the EEOC enforces the equal wage provision or the equal employment provision

with more intensity. This approach is not very appealing as the sole resolution of the employment

conflicts. See Beller, 'The Economics of Enforcement of an Antidiscrimination Law.'
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Typical of the theoretical analysis in this area is the model developed by Zabalza and

Tzannatos in their study of Britain’s anti-discrimination laws.ZZ Zabalza and Tzannatos argue

that an anti-discrimination law which prohibits both wage and employment discrimination

makes it more costly for employers to discrimlnate against females and therefore induces a

substitution toward less discriminatory behavior on the part of employers.Z3 They further argue

that the enforcement of such an anti-discrimination law increases the market demand for fe-

males relative to the market demand for males and therefore leads to an increase in the rel-

ative market wage of females.

Zabalza and Tzannatos attempt to isolate the employment effects of the equal wage and

the equal employment provisions of the anti-discrimination law by applying the law in a step-

wise fashion. They argue that the equal wage provision alone acts as a minimum wage law

for females, to which employers respond by moving along their respective demands for female

labor. They then introduce the equal employment provision and argue that this has the effect

of increasing the relative market demand for females. Zabalza and Tzannatos acknowledge

the employment conflicts inherent in the equal wage and equal employment responses of

' employers, but then state that they "expect" to see an increase in the market employment of

females relative to males as a result of the anti-discrimination law.

The Zabalza and Tzannatos analysis is Iacking in a number of respects. They fall to

present a clear picture of the wage and employment constraints that are imposed on em-

ployers by the anti-discrimination law and so fall to develop a compelling explanation of why

and how employers adjust their labor demands in response to the law. They seem to adopt

the position that the enforcement of an anti-discrimination law will counteract the behavior

that led to the labor market discrimination against females in the first place. This need not

be true in general. Consider, for example, labor market discrimination that is caused by em-

ployer ”distaste" for females. The introduction of an anti-dlscrimination law may make it more

ZZ A. Zabalza and T. Tzannatos, Women and Equal Pay: The Effects of Legis/ation on Female Employ-
ment and Wages in Britain (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985):50-54.

Z3 This is the same general approach taken by William Landes in 'The Economics of Fair Employment
Laws,' Journal of Political Economy 76(July 1968):507-552.
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costly for employers to accommodate their distaste for females, but it is not likely that the law

itself will alter the employers’ distaste for females. The anti—discrimination law, however,

might force employers to find "new ways" to accommodate their distaste for females and as

such might generate unintended wage and employment outcomes. Their treatment of the

equal wage provision as a minimum wage law for females fails to address any of the possible

wage and employment effects in the market for male labor. Finally, Zabalza and Tzannatos

fail to consider whether the labor market effects of an anti-discrimination law depend on the

extent to which employers comply with the law.

Gunderson faces many of the same problems in his summary of the expected labor

market effects of anti-discrimination Iaws.2* Of particular interest is his analysis of the impact l

of an equal wage law on the market wage of males. Gunderson offers two possible outcomes.

Employers might comply with the equal wage law by reducing their wage offers to males

rather than raising their wage offers to females. On the other hand, the enforcement of an

equal wage law increases the relative wage of females and induces employers to substitute

toward the employment of males. The substitution toward males increases the market de-

mand for males and therefore the market wage of males. Gunderson concludes from the

confiicting nature of these two outcomes that the impact of an equal wage law on the market

wage of males is indeterminate.

Gunderson’s analysis is incomplete in one important respect. The increase in the rela-

tive wage of females may indeed lead firms to substitute toward males. However, the in-

crease in the wage of females also increases the employers’ costs of production, which in turn

generates output effects away from the employment of males. When the output effects are

combined with the substitution effects, the net change in the market demand for males be-

comes indeterminate. Hence, Gunderson may be correct, but for the wrong reasons, when

he concludes that the impact of an equal wage law on the market wage of males is indeter-

minate.

2* Morley Gunderson, "Male·Female Wage Differentials and Policy Responses,' Journal of Economic
Literature 27(March 1989):58-59.
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Johnson and Welch offer the most detailed analysis of an anti-discrimination law.*°

Johnson and Welch construct a two-sector model that consists of a market for skilled labor

and a market for unskilled labor. They impose an equal wage constraint and a binding em-

ployment quota in the skilled labor market. The unskilled labor market is not covered by an

anti-discrimination law. They analyze the wage and employment effects of the anti-

discrimination law under different employment quotas.

Of particular interest are their conclusions regarding the employment effects of the anti-

discrimination law. Johnson and Welch argue that the enforcement of the law will lead to

occupational downgrading of some "minority" workers from skilled to unskilled if the employ-

ment quota is set below the supply of skilled minority labor. They also contend that the

enforcement of the law will lead to occupational downgrading of some "majority" workers and

might lead to occupational upgrading of some minority workers from unskilled to skilled if the

employment quota is set above the supply of skilled minority labor.

Johnson and Welch fail to address a number of important issues. They model the em-

ployment quota as a binding employment constraint and as a result do not consider the labor

market implications of an imperfectly enforced employment quota. Since the EEOC relies on

workers to initiate Title VII charges rather than monitoring employers and initiating Title VII

charges on its own, it is quite possible that some employers will continue to underemploy fe-

males and blacks relative to the employment targets that are adopted by the EEOC. In addi-

tion, the anti-discrimination law modelled by Johnson and Welch does not cover the entire

labor market. Given the extent of the coverage of Title VII, it may be more appropriate to

model Title Vll as a complete-coverage anti-discrimination law. Finally, Johnson and Welch

Ignore the possibility that employer practices reflect not only discriminatory tastes, but also

real differences among workers. The enforcement of an anti-discrimination law might gener-

*° George Johnson and Finis Welch, 'The Labor Market implications of an Economywide Affirmative
Action Program,' Industrial and Labor Relations Review 29(July 1976):508-522. In addition, see Finis
Welch, 'Employment Ouotas for Minorities,' Journal of Political Economy 84(August 1976):5105-8139
for a more sophisticated version of the model presented by Johnson and Welch.
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ate unintended wage and employment outcomes lf employers are forced to treat heteroge-

neous workers as if they were ldentical.
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I. The Economics of Labor Market Discrimination

Labor market discrimination exists when workers with identical productivity character-

istics receive unequal treatment in the labor market. The unequal treatment may manifest -

’
itself as wage differentials for workers who are performing essentially the same jobs (wage

discrimination) or as differences in employment opportunities for identical workers (employ-

ment discrimination). For the most part, the race-sex group membership of werkers serves

as the basis for the unequal treatment in the labor market.

A number of theoretical models of labor market discrimination have been proposed.*'

These explanations of labor market discrimination differ with respect to the sources of the

2* For a survey of the economic theories of labor market discrimination, see Ray Marshall, 'The Eco-
nomics of Racial Discrimination: A Survey,' Journal of Economic Literature 12($eptember
1974):849-871, Ronald Oaxaca, "Theory and Measurement in the Economics of Discrimination,' in
Equal Rights and Industrial Relations, ed. Leonard Hausman (Madison: Industrial Relations Research
Association, 1977):1-30, and Mats Lundahl and Eskil Wadensjo, Unequal Treatment (New York: New
York University Press, 1984):8-80.
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discriminatory behavior and the mechanisms by which the discriminatory behavior is main-

tained over time.

Becker hypothesizes personal prejudice as the source of labor market discrimination.2’

According to Becker, a distaste on the part of white employers or white employees for asso-

ciating with black workers can lead to labor market discrimination against black Iabor.2*

Discriminating employers act as if the net marginal factor cost of black labor is equal to

the monetary wage cost plus the psychic cost of employing black labor. The psychic cost

serves to drive a wedge between the marginal physical product of black labor and the wage

of black labor. This differential compensates discriminating employers for the psychic cost

of employing black labor. lf black labor and white labor are perfect substitutes in production, '

then employer discrimination against black labor drives the market wage of black labor below

the market wage of equally productive white labor.

Discriminating employees act as if the net wage of a job that requires them to associate

with black workers is equal to the wage offered by the job minus the psychic cost of associ-

ating with black labor. Discriminating white workers require a compensating wage premium

to associate with black workers. Whether or not the white workers receive this wage premium

depends on the technological relationship between black labor and white labor. lf black labor

and white labor are perfect substitutes in production, then employee discrimination against

black labor leads to complete segregation in the labor market but does not lead to a wage

differential in favor of white workers. No profit maximizing firm will hire an intergrated

workforce and pay a wage premium to white labor in this case. Complete segregation is not

possible, however, if black labor and white labor are complements in production. ln this case,

employee discrimination against black labor leads to a wage differential in favor of white la-

bor.

27 Sigg) Becker, The Economics of Discrimination, 2nd ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,

2* To facilitate the discussion, 'white' will refer to the workers who do not face labor market discrimi-
nation and 'black' will refer to the workers who face labor market discrimination.
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Arrow raises the question of whether Becker's model of employer discrimination is ca-

pable of explaining the existence of labor market discrimination in the long-run.3° Discrimi-

nating employers do not mlnimize the monetary costs of production and as such are at a

competitive disadvantage to non-discriminating employers in the product market. Arrow ar-

gues that the competitive pressures applied by the product market will force the discriminat-

ing employers to exit the product market in the long-run. Thus, competition in the product

market will eliminate the labor market effects of employer discrimination in the long-run.3°

Arrow also revises and extends Becker's model of employee discrimination and ln the

process of doing so offers one possible explanation of long-run discriminatory wage differen-

tials. Following Becker, employee discrimination against black labor leads to complete seg-

regation but no wage differential if black labor and white labor are perfect substitutes in

production. However, complete segregation may require protit—maximizing employers to

make extreme adjustments in the racial composition of their respective workforces (from all

black to all white or from all white to all black) in response to small changes in the market

wages of black labor and white labor. Arrow argues that the existence of labor adjustment

costs (i.e., the cost of hiring, training and tiring) precludes such extreme worl<force adjust-

ments and therefore leads some employers to hire an integrated workforce. In this case,

employee discrimination against black labor leads to some degree of labor market integration

and a resultant compensating wage differential in favor of white labor even if black labor and

white labor are perfect substitutes in production.
l

Aigner and Cain develop a model of labor market discrimination that is based on the

imperfections inherent in the employee selection process.31 Employers make their labor em-

29 Kenneth Arrow, 'Models of Job Discrimination} in Racial Discrimination in Economic Life, ed.
Anthony Pascal (Lexington: Lexington Books, 1972):83-109 and Kenneth Arrow, 'Some Mathematical
Models of Race Discrimination in the Labor Market,' in Racial Discrimination in Economic Life, ed.
Anthony Pascal (Lexington: Lexington Books, 1972):187-203.

3° Goldberg reformulates Becker's model in terms of employer nepotism in favor of white labor.
Goldberg demonstrates that employer nepotism generates a wage differential in favor of white labor
and that this wage differential is consistent with perfect competition in the product market. See
Matthew Goldberg, 'Discrimination, Nepotism and Long-Run Wage Differentials,' Quarterly Journal '

ol Economics 97(May 1982):307-319.

31 Dennis Aigner and Glen Cain, 'Statlstical Theories of Discrimination in the Labor Market,' Industrial
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ployment decisions in the face of uncertainty about the true productivity ofjob applicants. As

a means of reducing this uncertainty, employers utilize "employment tests" that are intended

to measure the expected productivity of job applicants. These employment tests, however,

are imperfect predictors of productivity in that they can measure only those observable per-

sonal characteristics that are thought to be correlated with productivity. Hence, employers

run the risk of overestimating the productivity of some job applicants and underestimating the

productivity of others. Aigner and Cain demonstrate that even if an employment test correctly

predicts the productivity of black and white job applicants on average, risk-averse profit-

maximizing firms will reduce their respective demands for black labor if the test is a less re-

liable predictor of black labor productivity than it is of white labor productivity. Aigner and

Cain further demonstrate that the labor demand responses of risk-averse employers will drive

the market wage of black labor below the average product of black labor and therefore below

the market wage of equally productive white labor. ln effect, the differential between the wage

of black labor and the average product of black labor compensates employers for the added

l
risk that is involved in hiring black labor.

Aigner and Cain question whether this type of statistical discrimination against black Ia-

bor ls consistent with competition in the long-run. For instance, the employment practices of

risk-neutral employers and those employers with a low aversion to risk might put upward

pressure on the market wage of black labor and therefore close the gap between the market

wage of black labor and the average product of black labor in the long-run. ln addition, com-

petition among the producers of employment tests might improve the reliability of the test in-

struments and in the process reduce the risk of employers hiring unqualified black workers.

The personal prejudice models of labor market discrimination and the statistical models

of labor market discrimination are neoclassical in nature. For the most part, these models

are formulated within the context of a competitive labor market and a competitive product

ons Review 30(June 1977):175-187. The Aigner and Cain analysis extends a statis-
tical discrimination model presented in Edmund Phelps, "The Statistical Theory of Racism and
Sexism,' American Economic Review 62(September 1972):659-661. In addition, see George Borjas
and Matthew Goldberg, 'Biased Screening and Discrimination in the Labor Market,' American Eco-
nomic Review 68(December 1978):918-922 for a variant of the Aigner and Cain analysis.
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market. There exists a number of competing theories of labor market discrimination which

challenge the neoclassical explanations of labor market discrimination. The competing theo-

ries abandon the view that the labor market is essentially competitive in nature and instead

emphasize the non-competitive, monopolistic characterlstics of the labor market that can

sustain labor market discrimination in the long-run.3*

Many of the monopolistic models of labor market discrimination are based, at least in

° part, on the dual labor market model proposed by Doeringer and Piore.33 Following Doeringer

and Piore, the labor market is divided into a primary sector and a secondary sector. The

primary sector is composed of jobs which offer high wages, job security, on-the-jobtrainingand

opportunities for advancement. On the other hand, the secondary sector is composed of

jobs which offer low wages, no job security, no on-the-job training and no opportunities for

advancement. The primary sector is characterized by non-competitive internal labor markets

which allocate labor within firms in accordance with well defined administrative rules and

procedures, whereas the secondary sector is essentially competitive in nature. Doeringer and

Piore argue that labor movement from the secondary sector to the primary sector is extremely

difficult. Entry into the primary sector’s internal labor markets is restricted to low-level, port-

of-entry jobs. Since the "good" jobs are located in the primary sector’s-internal labor markets,

there are likely to be long queues of workers awaiting entry at the port-of-entry jobs.

The excess supply of labor at the port-of-entry jobs provides an opportunity for the pri-

mary sector employers to discriminate against black labor. The discriminatory behavior of

primary sector employers may be due to their personal prejudice against black labor and may

involve the complete denial of admission to black workers or the admission of only those black

workers whose productlvlty is high enough to compensate discriminating employers for the

3* See Glen Cain, 'The Challenge of Segmented Labor Market Theories to Orthodox Theory: A Survey,'
Journal of Economic Literature 14(December 1976):1215-1257 for a summary of the monopolistic
models of the labor market.

33 Peter Doeringer and Michael Piore, Internal Labor Markets and Manpower Analysis (Lexington:
Heath, 1971; reprint ed., New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1985).
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psychic cost of employing black labor.3* lt is possible, however, that the discriminatory be-

havior of primary sector employers stems from factors other than personal prejudice against

black labor.

The administrative rules and procedures that govern the allocation of labor in internal

labor markets are the result of bargaining between workers and employers. If the white

workers who are already in the primary sector have sufticient bargaining power over their

employers, then the incumbent white workers might be able to negotiate agreements that re-

strict the entry of black workers into the primary sector. The motivation of the incumbent

white workers need not be personal prejudice against black workers. Indeed, the primary

motivation of the incumbent white workers may well be to protect the economic status of their

jobs.

Bergmann examines this issue within the context of a "crowding" model of the labor

market.? According to Bergmann, labor market discrimination against black labor limits the

ability of black workers to enter a wide range of high income, high status occupations. The

resultant crowding of black workers into a limited number of occupations depresses the mar-

l ginal physical product of black labor and therefore the wage of black labor in these occupa-

tions. The crowding of black workers into a limited number of occupations also has the effect

of raising the marginal physical product of white labor and therefore the wage of white labor

in the occupations that are reserved for white labor. Hence, white workers gain from the ra-

cial division of labor and as such have an economic incentive to oppose any attempts at in-

tegration. Indeed, firms may choose to retain the racial division of labor rather than risk any

workforce instability that might accompany attempts at integration.

3* See John Shorey, 'Employment Discrimination and the Employer Taste Model,' Scottish Journal of
Political Economy 31(June 1984):157-175 for an analysis of Becker's employer taste hypothesis within
the context of a dual labor market model.

33 Barbara Bergmann, 'The Effect on White lncomes of Discrimination in EmpIoyment,' Journal of Poli-
tical Economy 79(March/April 1971):294-313 and Barbara Bergmann, 'Occupational Segregation,
Wages and Protits When Employers Discriminate by Race or Sex,' Eastern Economic Journal
1(ApriI/July 1974):103-110.
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None of the theories of labor market discrimination summarized in this section can be

characterized as being complete. For example, the personal prejudice models are appealing

because they offer a relatively simple explanation of labor market discrimination. However,

these models suffer from the inability to explain the long-run persistence of labor market dis-

crimination in the face of a competitive product market. On the other hand, the dual labor

market models are able to explain the long-run persistence of labor market discrimination by

emphasizing the imperfections in the labor market that serve to preserve the status quo. The

dual labor market models, however, do not offer a compelling reason as to why labor market

discrimination exists in the first place.

A partial-equilibrium model of labor market discrimination is developed in the next two

sections of this chapter. Since the model is closely related to Becker’s employer discrimi-

nation model, it is subject to the same crlticisms that have been Ieveled at Becker’s analysis

of labor market discrimination. These crlticisms notwithstanding, the analytical slmplicity that
y

is offered by this approach will prove to be of signiticant value in the upcoming analysis of the

labor market effects of anti-discrimination laws.

II. The Labor Input Decisions of a Discriminating Firm

Consider a ürm that employs black labor (B) and white labor (W) in a single occupation.

Following Becker’s model of employer discrimination, the firm incurs a psychic cost when it

employs black labor. Assume the marginal psychic cost of employing black labor is constant

for all levels of black labor employment and is independent of the level of white labor em-

pIoyment.°° The tirm’s utility function can be expressed as

“
Tljistassumption is implicit in Becker’s employer discrimination model and is adopted here for sim-
p ici y.
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U = 7I — HB, (1)

where 1: represents the firm's profits and 6 >0 represents the monetary equivalent of the

psychic cost of employing an additional black worker.

The firm’s profits are defined as

1: = Pf(B,W) — wWW — wBB, (2)

where f(B,W) represents the firm's production function, P is the market price of the firm's

output, and ww and ww are the market wages of white labor and black labor, respectively. The -

firm is a competitor in the labor market and takes ww and ww as given. The firm is a com-

petitor in the output market and takes P as given. Let P= 1. The production function is strictly

concave and twice continuously differentiable, with strictly positive marginal products of black

labor (fw > 0) and white labor (fw > 0). Black labor and white labor are substitutes in production

(@w<0). Since the production function is strictly concave, black labor and white labor are

imperfect substitutes in production in the firm.°'

Substituting equation 2 into equation 1 and rearranging yields

U = f(B,W) — wWW - (ww + H)B _ , (3)

as a more detailed speciücation of the firm’s utility function.°°

*7 This is not to imply that black workers have less innate ability than white workers. lt may be the case
that black workers have fewer opportunities to acquire productivity enhancing education and on-
the-job training.

** This specification of the firm's utility function differs slightly from that adopted by Becker. Implicit in
Becker’s model of employer discrimination is the utility function U = f(B,W) — wwW— ww(1 + dw)B,
where dw represents the nonmonetary psychic cost of employing an additional black worker. Ac-
cording to Becker’s model, the net marginal factor cost of black labor is equal to the wage cost (ww)
plus the monetary equivalent of the psychic cost (wwdw). There is a minor weakness in this approach
to the problem. It should be the case that only a change in the ürm’s distaste for black labor alters
the monetary equivalent of the psychic cost of employing black labor. However, in Becker’s model
a change in ww, with dw held constant, also alters the monetary equivalent of the psychic cost of
employing black labor. The utility function in equation 3 ls speciüed so that the monetary equivalent
of the psychic cost of employing black labor is independent of ww.
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The firm chooses B and W to maximize utility, which generates the following first-order

conditions:3*

öU _
ÖB-fB

wB 9-0 (4)

öU _
ÖW -fw—ww-0. (5)

In equilibrium, the firm equates the marginal product of black labor with the marginal factor

cost of black labor (Q = w, + 9 in equation 4) and equates the marginal product of white labor

with the marginal factor cost of white labor (fw = ww in equation 5). The black workers em-

ployed in the firm receive a wage that is less than their marginal product and the white

workers employed in the firm receive a wage that is equal to their marginal product. The

differential between the marginal product of black labor and the wage of black labor com-

pensates the firm for the psychic cost of employing black labor.

The discriminating firm does not minimize the monetary cost of production. In equilib-

rium, (Q/fw) = (ww +9)/ww. Since 9 >0, (Q/fw) < (w,/ww), which implies the firm’s

discriminatory tastes against black labor serve to increase the firm’s monetary cost of pro-

duction. The firm therefore incurs a decrease in its economic profits as a result of its

discriminatory tastes against black labor.

Simultaneously solving equations 4 and 5 for B and W yields

DB = DB(wB, ww, 9) (6)

as the firm’s demand for black labor and

Dw = Dw(ww, wB, 9) (7)

3* The second-order conditions are derived mathematically in section f of Appendix A.
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as the firm’s demand for white labor.*° The tirm’s labor demands have the following proper-

ties:*‘

öDp öDB öDB—— 0, ——· 0, -—- 06wp < 6ww > 66 < (8)

öDw öDw öDw—- 0, ——— 0, —— 0.6ww < öwp > 66 > (8)

The ürm’s discriminatory tastes against black labor cause the firm to decrease its demand for

black labor (öDp/69 < 0) and increase its demand for white labor (öDw/60 >0) .

lll. The Labor Market Wage and Employment Effects of

Employer Discrimination

Consider a single-occupation labor market that is composed of homogeneous black labor

and homogeneous white labor. Assume black labor and white labor are imperfect substitutes

in production in all ürms.

The firms in the labor market have identical production functions but different

discriminatory tastes against black labor. Let k represent the number of tirms in the labor

market. Assume k is fixed.*2 Let kp represent the number of tirms which discriminate against

*° Since the underlying objective function is strictly concave and continuous, the firm‘s labor demands
are continuous in ww, wp and 0.

*l These labor demand properties are derived mathematically in section 2 of Appendix A.

*2 The focus of the analysis in this section is on the short-run wage and employment effects of employer
discrimination. This approach obviously precludes an examination of the process by which output
market competition tends to eliminate labor market discrimination in the long·run. However, the
short-run is not entirely inappropriate as an analytical timeframe. The vast majority of the empirical
research concerning labor market discrimination continues to point to the existence of wage and
employment discrimination against 'minority' workers (i.e., blacks, females and Hlspanics). This
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black labor. Assume the discriminatory tastes of these firms are identical and constant

(H,= 8 for all i in this group of firms). Let k„ represent the number of non-discriminating firms

(9/ = 0 for all j in this group of firms). Define ¢> = k,/k, where k = ko + k„, as the share of firms

that have discriminatory preferences against black labor.

The market demands for black labor and white labor can be obtained by horizontally

summing the individual firm demands for black labor and white labor. Let

Da = De(We· Ww· ¢) (10)

represent the market demand for black labor and

Dw = Dwlww-

WB-representthe market demand for white labor.*3

An increase in the share of firms that discriminate against black labor leads to a de-

crease in the market demand for black labor and an increase in the market demand for white

labor. To see this, consider the effects of a change in the discriminatory tastes of firm i from

H, = 0 to 6, = 8. The reclassification of firm i as a "discriminator" increases the share of dis-

criminating firms in the labor market. Firm i decreases its demand for black labor and in-

creases its demand for white labor in response to the change in its discriminatory tastes

against black labor. Given the discriminatory tastes of the other firms in the labor market, the

decrease in the demand for black labor in firm i generates a decrease in the market demand

suggests the long-run might be very long indeed. There are a number of plausible explanations for
the observed persistence of labor market discrimination that are consistent with the short-run model
being developed here. It might be the case that there is a scarcity of non-discriminating firms that
can serve as potential output market entrants. It might also be the case that significant diseconomies
of scale keep the established, non-discriminating firms from capturing the output market shares that
are held by the discriminating firms. Labor market discrimination will persist under either of these
conditions.

'

*3 The market demands for black labor and white labor also depend on the strength of the discriminating
firms’ distaste for black labor. This effect has been suppressed in equations 10 and 11 under the
assumption that the discriminatory tastes of these firms are constant.
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for black labor and the increase in the demand for white labor in firm i generates an increase

in the market demand for white Iabor.“ ·

The properties of the market demands for labor can be summarized as follows:“

608 608 608—— 0, -— 0, ——- 0ÖWB < öww > ad) < (12)

i 0.* „l
-öWW< ÖWB >0 ad) >0 (13)

The labor market effects of employer discrimination can be identitied by determining how

the market wage and the market employment of black labor and white labor change as the

share of discriminatlng firms increases. The wage and employment effects of employer dis-

crimination depend not only on the demand—side effects of employer discrimination, but also

on the wage properties of the market supplies of black labor and white labor. The analysis

of the wage and employment effects of employer discrimination will be conducted separately

for perfectly inelastic labor supplies and for upward sloping labor supplies.

Consider the case in which the market supplies of black labor and white labor are per-

fectly inelastic with respect to their market wages. Let

SB = TB im

and

Sw = gw msi

** The labor demands of the other tirms in the labor market are constant if their discriminatory tastes
are unchanged.

*5 The market demands for black labor and white labor are monotonically decreasing in w8 and ww,
respectively, but are not differentiable everywhere. The process of horizontally summing the indi-
vidual firm labor demands yields a market demand for black labor that is 'kinked' in w8 and a market
demand for white labor that is 'kinked' in ww. The signs of the comparative statics own-wage prop-
erties of the market demands for labor can be evaluated on either side of these kinks without loss
of generality.
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represent the market supplies of black labor and white labor in this case. The labor market

equiiibrium in the presence of employer discrimination is characterized by

Dglwgl ww- ¢) = §B (16)

and

Dw(ww· ws- ¢) = §w· (17)

lf the market supplies of black labor and white labor are perfectly inelastic, then employer

discrimination against black labor decreases the market wage of black labor, increases the

market wage of white labor and has no impact on the market employment of black labor or

the market employment of white labor.“ The absence of employment effects in this case is

due solely to the perfectly inelastic labor supplies and is not a general result of employer

discrimination against black labor.

To see this, consider the case in which the market supplies of black labor and white labor

are upward sloping in their respective market wages. Let

S6 = SB(WB) (18)

and

Sw = Sw(Ww)„ (19)

where OSB/öwa > 0 and 65,,,/öww >O , represent the market supplies of black labor and white

labor in this case. The labor market equiiibrium in the presence of employer discrimination

is characterized by

Dslws- ww- ¢>) = Salwa) (29)

and

“
These wage and employment effects are derived mathematically in section 1 of Appendix B.
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Dw(Ww· Wa· ¢) = $w(Ww)- (21)

lf the market supplies of black labor and white labor are upward sloping, then employer dis-

crimination against black labor decreases the market wage and the market employment of

black labor, and increases the market wage and the market employment of white labor.*7

The equilibrium relationship between the market wage of black labor and the market

wage of white labor in the presence of employer discrimination against black labor depends

on the relationship between the market wage of black labor and the market wage of white

labor in the absence of employer discrimination against black labor as well as on the share

of tirms that discriminate against black labor. Let wg and wg represent the market wages of

black labor and white labor that would exist in the absence of employer discrimination. Let

wg and wg, represent the market wages of black labor and white labor in the presence of em-

ployer discrimination. The introduction of employer discrimination into the labor market de-

presses the market wage of black labor and raises the market wage of white labor so that

wg < wg and wg, > wg. If wg = wg, then wg < wg,. In this case, the entire differential between

wg and wg, can be attributed to employer discrimination against black labor. lf wg< wg, then

wg < wg,. Employer discrimination against black labor in this case wldens the gap between the

market wages of black labor and white labor but is not responsible for the entire wage differ-

ential that results. The relationship between wg and wg, is ambiguous if wg > wg. In this case,

it is possible for wg to be greater than wg, if the share of discriminating tirms is sufliciently

small. Hence, it is not necessary that employer discrimination against black labor drives the

market wage of black labor below the market wage of white labor.

Although all firms employ black labor and white labor at their respective market wages,

the relative marginal factor cost of black labor differs across tirms. The relative marginal

factor cost of black labor is equal to (wg+l9)/wg, in discriminating tirms and is equal to

wg/wg, in non-discriminating tirms. These inter·tirm differences in the relative marginal factor

*7 These wage and employment effects are derived mathematically in section 2 of Appendix B.
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cost of black labor allocate black labor toward the non-discriminating lirms and allocate white

labor toward the dlscriminatlng tirms. In equilibrium, the relative employment of black labor

in discriminatlng ürms is less than the relative market employment of black labor-and the

relative employment of black labor in non-discriminating tirms is greater than the relative

market employment of black labor.
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CHAPTER 3 THE LABOR MARKET EFFECTS OF AN

EQUAL WAGE LAW

I. The Equal Wage Law

Consider a single-occupation labor market that is composed of black labor and white Ia-

bor. The labor compensatlon decisions of all lirms in the labor market are subject to an equal

wage law (EWL) that requires lirms pay equal wages to black labor and white labor.

An enforcement agency (EA) is responsible for ensuring that the tirms in the labor market

comply with the EWL. The EA relies on workers who feel they have been discriminated

against in violation of the EWL to üle charges with the EA. The EA investigates the incoming

charges and attempts to settle the cases in which it concludes that the EWL has in fact been

violated.

The EA’s investigation and settlement activities impose economic costs on ürms. Firms

that are charged with violating the EWL incur transaction costs regardless of whether they

subsequently reach a settlement with the EA. These transaction costs may include legal costs

incurred by lirms in defending themselves against the charges, the cost of providing informa-
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tion to the EA during the course of the investigation, and public relations expenditures that

are intended to restore the "good will' that might be lost as a result of being charged with

violating the EWL. Firms that settle with the EA incur settlement costs in addition to the

transaction costs. The settlement costs may include the cost of awarding backpay to the

workers who have been discriminated against in violation of the EWL and any fines that might

be Ievied by the EA.

_ Given the structure of the EA’s enforcement system and the nature of the costs imposed

through the EA’s investigation and settlement activities, an individual firm that is subject to the

EWL faces three possible outcomes:‘°

1. the firm is not charged with violating the EWL and therefore incurs neither the transaction

costs nor the settlement costs

2. the firm is charged with violating the EWL, does not reach a settlement with the EA, and

therefore incurs only the transaction costs _

3. the firm is charged with violating the EWL, reaches a settlement with the EA, and there-

fore incurs both the transaction costs and the settlement costs.

The willingness of workers to file charges under the EWL and the intensity with which the EA

pursues settlements in these cases influence the firm’s wage decisions and consequently

determine the probabilities with which the firm faces each of the three possible outcomes.

The enforcement of the EWL and the structure of the labor market from which the firm

draws its workforce combine to impose a set of discrete wage options on the firm. Assume

the firm employs a racialIy—mixed workforce at the time the EWL is ürst enacted. ln addition,

assume the firm is a competitor in the labor market and takes the market wage of black labor

(wa) and the market wage of white labor (ww) as given. The firm must offer at least ww to the

“
lt is assumed that the enforcement of the EWL will not cause the firm to cease operations altogether.
lt is not likely that any anti-discrimination law that results in widespread shut-downs among firms
would be politically viable.
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white workers it employs to ensure the continued supply of white labor to the firm and must

offer at least w, to the black workers it employs to ensure the continued supply of black labor

to the firm. Assume ww < ww at the time the EWL is first enacted.‘°

Under these conditions, the firm faces two wage options. The firm can pay ww to the

white workers it employs and wa to the black workers it employs, in which case the ürm is in

violation of the EWL, or the firm can pay ww to the white workers and the black workers it

employs, in which case the firm is in compliance with the EWL. The firm’s choice between

these two wage options is infiuenced by the willingness of black workers to file charges

against the firm in the event the firm is in violation of the EWL and the intensity with which the

EA pursues settlements in cases filed under the EWL.

Assume the black workers employed in the firm know the wages being paid by the firm

and are wllling to file charges against the firm if it is paying black labor a lower wage than it

is paying white labor.5° In addition, assume that due to the stark nature of the evidence in-

volved in cases brought under the EWL (a charged ürm either is paying ww to black labor and

— white labor or is paying ww to white labor and w, to black labor), the EA is able to identify all

charged firms which are in fact in violation of the EWL and is able to reach a settlement

agreement with each of these firms.

Under these conditions, the firm faces a certain charge and a certain settlement if it pays

black labor a lower wage than it pays white labor. As such, the firm will choose to comply

”voluntarily" with the EWL rather than face the certain charge and settlement that result from

_ violating the EWL.5* Therefore, the enforcement of the EWL, in conjunction with the wage re-

*5 lt is implicitly assumed that the purpose of the E\NL is to protect black workers against wage dis-
crimination. As was demonstrated in chapter 2, wa < ww is not a necessary consequence of employer
discrimination against black labor. However, ww < ww probably is a necessary condition for the
passage of an EWL that is specifically intended to eliminate wage discrimination against black work-
GFS.

5** The EWL protects workers against retaliatory actions that might be undertaken by the firm. If workers
were not so protected, then the threat of retaliatory action would reduce the workers' propensity to
file charges against the firm, even if the firm's EWL violations were readily apparent to its black
workers.

5* The firm incurs increased wage costs when it moves into compliance with the E\NL, regardless of
whether the compliance is self-imposed or is the result of reaching a settlement with the EA. The firm
incurs the additional transaction costs only if its compliance with the EWL stems from a settlement.
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strictions associated with the competitive nature of the labor market, effectively imposes a

binding wage constraint on the firm: the firm chooses to comply with the EWL and must do so

by paying ww to the white workers and the black workers it employs.

II. The Impact of the EWL on the Labor Input Decisions

of a Discriminating Firm

The firm’s utility function under the EWL can be expressed as

U=f(B.W)—wW—(w+9)B, (1)

where vir is the common wage the firm pays to the black labor and the white labor it

empIoys.S3 Choosing B and W to maximize utility yields the following first·order conditions:33

öU ~ (2)

ÖU ~—· = f - = O.

The enforcement of the EWL does not alter the firm’s discriminatory tastes against black

labor. Hence, the firm continues to require compensation of some kind for employing black

Given the certain charge and the certain settlement the firm faces in the event it pays black labor a
lower wage than it pays white labor, the dominant strategy for the firm is to avoid the transaction
costs by complying 'voluntarily' with the EWL. lt might be the case, however, that voluntary com-
pliance is not the dominant strategy if the probability of being charged with violating the ElNL and the
probability of subsequently settling with the EA are less than one. Under these conditions, the firm
might choose to violate the EWL and run the risk of being charged in the future. This possibility will
not be considered here.

S3 With only a few minor exceptions, the EWL effects in a discriminating firm (9 > 0) are identical to the
EWL effects in a non-discriminating firm (9 = 0). These exceptions will be noted as they arise.

S3 The second-order conditions are derived mathematically in section 1 of Appendix C.
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labor. The firm can extract this compensation by paying black workers a wage that is less

than their marginal product (Q — w = 0 >0 in equation 2). The white workers employed in the

firm receive a wage that is equal to their marginal product (IW = w in equation 3). Since the

EWL prohibits the firm from paying different wages to black labor and white labor, the firm

accommodates its discriminatory tastes by contracting its employment of black labor so as to

raise the marginal product of the black workers it employs above the marginal product of the

white workers it empIoys.“ The equilibrium differential between the marginal product of black

labor and the marginal product of white labor is equal to the firm’s distaste for black labor

(Q — TW = Ü > O). _

Simultaneously solving equations 2 and 3 for B and W yields

D6 = DBM. 9) (4)

as the firm’s demand for black labor under the EWL and

5W = 5W(T«, 6) (6)

as the firm’s demand for white labor under the EWL. The firm’s labor demands have the fol-

lowing propertieszß

655 655—·;· < 0, —— < 0 (6)

65W 65W-— ——- 7
ÖV7

< 0, ÖÜ > 0. ( )

54 This result does not hold in a non-discriminating firm. lf 0 = 0 , then Q = W = fW.

*5 These labor demand properties are derived mathematically in section 2 of Appendix C under the
assumptlon that the own-employment effects on the marginal products of labor dominate the cross-
employment effects on the marginal products of labor (lQ5l > If5W| and IfWW| > If5WI ). These

restrictions ensure DW and D5 are downward sloping in W/.
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There exists another set of labor demands which will prove to be of interest when the

market-wide effects of the EWL are addressed in the next section of this chapter. The labor

demands in equations 4 and 5 describe the firm’s labor employment decisions under the EWL

when the firm is able to employ the optimal amounts of black labor and white labor at each

common wage. However, these are not the appropriate labor demands if the firm faces an

employment constraint on either of the two classes of labor.5* Let

A A ~ A

represent the firm’s demand for black labor under the EWL when the firm faces a white labor

employment constraint (vl/) that is less than the optimal employment of white Iabor.5' Since

black labor and white labor are substitutes in production, the firm will attempt to fill the

"shortfaIl" in white labor employment by increasing its employment of black labor at the pre-

vailing vv. This implies Ö,(w, 8, W) > Ö„(w, 8).5* Let
V

A A ~ A
DW=DW(w,8,B) (9)

represent the firm’s demand for white labor under the EWL when the firm faces a black labor

employment constraint (B) that is less than the optimal employment of black Iabor.5° In this

case, the firm will attempt to fill the "shortfalI" in black labor employment by increasing its

employment of white labor at the prevailing W. This implies Ö,,,(w, 8, B) >Ö„(;v, 8).

5* The existence of market-level excess demands for labor might impose labor 'avaiIabi|ity' constraints
on the firm. For example, the firm might be forced to employ less than the optimal amount of black
labor if there is a market-level excess demand for black labor at the prevailing wage.

57 Equation 8 reduces to equation 4 if W is greater than or equal to the optimal W.

5* To see this in a different context, consider the standard short~run labor demand problem for a firm
that produces output subject to a capital constraint. Assume labor (L) and capital (K) are substitutes
in production. The firm will increase its demand for L if the firm’s K constraint changes such that less
K is available to the firm.

5* Equation 9 reduces to equation 5 if B is greater than or equal to the optimal B.
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The impact of the EWL on the ürm’s labor input decisions can be identilied by comparing

the slopes and the positions ofthe tirm’s labor demands in the absence of the EWL with the

slopes and the positions of the tirm’s labor demands in the presence of the EWL. Let

DB = DB(wB,

WW,and

DW = DW(wW, wa, 9) (11)

represent the tirm’s labor demands when the tirm is able to pay different wages to black labor

and white labor. Equations 4 and 5 of this section represent the ürm’s labor demands when
A

the firm is forced to pay a common wage to black labor and white labor.

The enforcement ofthe EWL alters the slopes of the tirm’s labor demands. ln the absence

of the EWL,

öD f
= (12)

B (f6afww" sw)

and

öD f
l

Fil = _._§l.._ (13)
WW(faafwwwhere

fww < 0, f„ <0 and (g„fww— gw) >0
.°°

Equation 12 describes the inverse of the slope

of the tirm’s black labor demand and equation 13 describes the inverse of the slope of the

tirm’s white labor demand when the lirm is able to pay different wages to black labor and

white labor. ln the presence of the EWL,

it;
= (14)

öw (fBBfWW ‘ {gw) ‘

°°
The mathematical derivation of equations 12 and 13 can be found in section 2 of Appendix A.
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and

Ööw fee T fewTT? = ·lTTTTT . (15)
öw (Üaefww T (gw)

where gw< 0, fww< gw and gg < gw
.“

Equation 14 describes the inverse of the slope of the

firm’s black labor demand and equation 15 describes the inverse of the slope of the firm’s

white labor demand when the firm pays equal wages to black labor and white labor under the

EWL. The inverse-slope of Üg is greater than the inverse-slope of Dg ((fww — gw) > fww) and the

inverse-slope of Öw is greater than the inverse-slope of Dw ((gg — gw) > gg) .F Therefore, the

slope of Ög is less than the slope of Dg and the slope of ßw is less than the slope of Dw. These

slope comparisons, in combination with the restriction that Ög and Ew are downward sloping

in w , imply Ög is "steeper" than Dg and öw is ”steeper" than Dw F

The impact of the EWL on the positions of the firm’s labor demands can be identifled

through an examination of the firm’s labor demands in the absence of the EWL. Figure 1

presents the firm’s labor demands prior to the enforcement of the EWL. The firm’s demand

for black labor is defined for ww = ww, where ww is the market wage of white labor in the ab-

sence of the EWL. The firm’s demand for white labor is defined for wg = wg., where wg is the

market wage of black labor in the absence of the EWL. The firm employs B, black workers

at wg and employs W, white workers at ww prior to the enforcement of the EWL.

The firm’s demand for black labor under the EWL must intersect Dg at ww. To see this,

let wg increase from wg to ww and hold ww constant at ww so that w = ww. Since Dg ls defined

F The mathematical derivation of equations 14 and 15 can be found in section 2 of Appendix C.

F These inverse-slope comparisons follow directly from the assumption that black labor and white labor
are substitutes in production (fgw < 0) and are independent of the restrictions that are used to ensure

Dg and Dw are downward sloping in vi/. lf gw < 0 , then (fww — gw) > Lww regardless of the relationship
gaetween fww and gw . lf gw < 0, then (gg — gw) > gg regardless of the relationship between gg and

BW·

F These results hold only if black labor and white labor are substitutes in production. lf black labor and

white labor are complements in production, then Dg is downward sloping in w and 'flatter' than Dg,

and Dw is downward sloping in w and 'f|atter' than Dw. This case will not be considered here.
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for ww = wg, and ww is unchanged, it follows that the firm will employ B, black workers if wages

equalize at wg,.

The firm's demand for white labor under the EWL must intersect Dg, at wg. To see this,

let ww decrease from wg, to wg and hold wg constant at wg so that w = wg. Since Dg, is defined

for wg = wg and wg is unchanged, it follows that the firm will employ W, white workers if wages

equalize at wg.

Figure 2 combines the slope and position comparisons for the firm's labor demands in the

absence of the EWL and in the presence of the EWL. With the enforcement of the EWL, the

firm's demand for black labor rotates down through wg, and the firm's demand for white labor

rotates up through wg .

lt is readily apparent from ügure 2 that the enforcement of the EWL affects the firm's

employment of white labor as well as the firm's employment of black labor. The firm employs

_ W, white workers at wg, and B, black workers at wg prior to the enforcement of the EWL. The

' firm must continue to pay wg, to the white workers it employs to ensure the continued supply

of white labor to the firm and must also pay wg, to the black workers lt employs to achieve

compliance with the EWL.“ With the enforcement of the EWL, the firm employs B, black

workers at wg, and W, white workers at wg,. Thus, the firm decreases its employment of black

labor and increases its employment of white labor in response to the enforcement of the EWL.

“
Since the focus of the analysis in this section is on the firm-level effects of the EWL, the market wages
of black labor and white labor can be treated as constants from the firm's perspective. Thus, the firm
must increase wg from wg to wg, to achieve compliance with the EWL This is not to imply that the
market-wide enforcement of the EWL does not affect the market wage of white labor and increases
the market wage of black labor. The impact of the E\NL on the market wages of black labor and white
labor will be addressed in the next section of this chapter.
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III. The Impact of the EWL on Market Wages and Market

Employment

Horizontally summing the individual firm demands for labor yields the market demand for

° black labor under the EWL

Da = DB(W· ¢>) (16)

and the market demand for white labor under the EWL

Dw = DW(w¤

¢)•where¢> represents the share of tirms that exhibit discriminatory tastes against black Iabor.*5

The market demands for labor have the following properties:**

ÖBB 658—;— < 0, ——— < 0 1866 66
‘ ’

öl; 65
Ä< 0.Ä> 0. (19)

öw 6¢

The relationships between the market demands for labor in the absence of the EWL and

the market demands for labor in the presence of the EWL are illustrated in Figure 3. Let

*5 These labor demands are defined for a labor market in which all firms comply with the EWL. The labor
market effects of an lmperfectly enforced EWL will not be addressed here.

5* The market demands for black labor and white labor are monotonically decreasing in W but are not
differentiable everywhere. The process of horizontaüy summing the individual firm demands yields
a market degnand for black labor that is 'kinked' in w and a market demand for white labor that is
'kinked' in w. The signs of the comparative statics wage properties of the market demands for labor
can be evaluated on either side of these kinks without loss of generality.
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DÄ = Dglwig- W3)- ¢>) (20)

and

03, = D$,<w$,. wg. ¢>. (21)

where wg and wg are the pre—EWL market wages of black labor and white labor, represent the

market demands for black labor and white labor in the absence of the EWL. Since each of the

ürm-level demands for black labor rotates down through wg, with the enforcement of the EWL,

the market demand for black labor also rotates down through wg with the enforcement of the

EWL. Since each of the tirm-level demands for white labor rotates up through wg with the

enforcement of the EWL, the market demand for white labor also rotates up through wg with

the enforcement of the EWL.

Deüne

~ ~ 5 iw. ¢»>RD(W„ ¢>) =1%** (22)
Dwlw. ¢>)

as the relative market demand for black labor under the EWL. Assume Flo is constant for all _

w so that öfäo/öw = 0 . Since 65,,/ö¢ <0 and öÖ,,/ö¢> >0 , öfäg/ö¢> <0 . An increase in the

share of discriminating tirms decreases the relative market demand for black labor.

The labor market wage and employment effects of the EWL depend on the wage proper-

ties ofthe market supplies of black labor and white labor. The labor market effects ofthe EWL

will be analyzed separately for perfectly inelastic labor supplies and for upward sloping labor

supplies.

Consider the case in which the market supplies of black labor and white labor are per-

fectly inelastic with respect to their market wages. Let

SB = STB <2¤>
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and

Sw = gw (24)

represent the market supplies of black labor and white labor. Deline

R =—r 25s SW ( )

as the relative market supply of black labor.

The labor market equillbrium that exists prior to the enforcement of the EWL is charac-

terized by
~

¤§(w§„ wi?). ¢) - Bo
7"'5'T= Rs = 7- (26)
D,„(wW, wB. ¢>) 0

where wg<w$, and (B,/W,) is the relative market employment of black labor. The lirms'

discriminatory tastes against black labor are of sufiicient strength to drive the market wage

of black labor below the market wage of white labor in the absence of the EWL. The passage

of the EWL does not alter the tirms’ discriminatory tastes against black labor. However, with

the passage of the EWL ürms are no longer able to accommodate their discriminatory tastes

by imposing a wage differential against black labor. The EWL forces tirms to accommodate

their discriminatory tastes by contracting their employment of black labor so as to raise the

marginal product of black labor above the common wage (w). This implies

5
”,

- 61—¢@‘—’l<
RS =ü. (27)

Dw(w. ¢>) 2

If RD < then

EBÜV. ¢>) < ge (28)

and
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5W<7~. ¢> = gw <2S>

in equilibrium under the EWL. Figure 4 illustrates this labor market equilibrium. lt can be

demonstrated that W" is the equilibrium market wage under the EWL.

There is an excess demand for black labor and an excess demand for white labor at any

wage below W'. Firms, as a group, face availability constraints on both black labor and white

labor if the wage is less than W'. The firms that are unable to employ the optimal amount of

black labor due to the market-level excess demand for black labor will increase their respec-

tive demands for white labor. The labor demand responses of these firms drive the market

demand for white labor to the right of ÖW, . The firms that are unable to employ the optimal

amount of white labor will increase their respective demands for black labor. The labor de-

mand responses of these firms drive the market demand for black labor to the right of Ö, .

The combined increases in the market demands for black labor and white labor put upward

pressure on any wage that is less than W'. Therefore, no wage below W' can be an equilibrium

wage under the EWL.

The market for black labor clears (there is neither an excess demand for black labor nor

an excess supply of black labor) and there is an excess demand for white labor if the wage

is equal to W'. Since firms do not face an availability constraint on black labor at this wage,

öw is the appropriate white labor demand at W'. Firms do face an availability constraint on

white labor at W', however. The firms that are unable to employ the optimal amount of white

labor due to the market-level excess demand for white labor will increase their respective

demands for black labor. The labor demand responses of these firms drive the market de-

mand for black labor to the right of ÖB and as a result put upward pressure on the wage.

Therefore, W' is not an equilibrium wage under the EWL.

There is an excess supply of black labor and an excess demand for white labor at any

wage that is greater than W' and less than W'. Since firms do not face an availability con-

straint on black labor at any wage in this range,
bvw

is the appropriate white labor demand if

the wage is greater than W' and less than W'. A wage in this range, however, does generate
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an availability constraint on white labor. The resultant increase in the market demand for

black labor puts upward pressure on any wage that is greater than w' and less than v7'.

Therefore, no wage in the range between w' and w" can be an equilibrium wage under the

EWL.

There is an excess supply of black labor and an excess supply of white labor at any wage

above w'. Since lirms do not face an availability constraint on black labor or white labor at

any wage in this range, Ö, and [5,,, are the appropriate labor demands if the wage is greater

than vi/". However, with the excess supplies of black labor and white labor, competition for

employment among black workers and white workers puts downward pressure on any wage

in this range. Therefore, no wage above w" can be an equilibrium wage under the EWL.

The lone remaining candidate for the equilibrium wage is vv'. At this wage, the market

for white labor clears (there is neither an excess demand for white labor nor an excess supply

of white labor) and there is an excess supply of black labor. Firms do not face an availability

constraint on black labor or white labor at w' . Thus, Ö, and Ö,„ are the appropriate labor

demands at w'. The excess supply of black labor persists despite any competition for em-

ployment that exists among black workers. With the enforcement of the EWL tirms cannot de-

crease their wage offers to black workers without also decreasing their wage offers to white

workers. However, an excess demand for white labor exists at any wage below v7' and as

was demonstrated above, an excess demand for white labor leads to upward pressure on the

wage. Therefore, w' is the equilibrium wage under the EWL.°7

*7 The equilibrium wage is unique under the assumption that an excess demand in either of the two
labor markets puts upward pressure on the wage. Relaxing this assumption raises the possibility that
there exists a range of eguilibrium wages rather than a single, unique equilibrium wage. Consider
a wage that is 6 above w' in tigure 4. Given the excess demand for white labor at w' + 6 , the ap-

propriate demand for black labor lies discretely to the right of DB, which implies_that there will be an
excess demand for black labor_as well as an excess demand for white labor at w' + 6. Therefore, no
wage in the neighborhood of w' can be an equilibrium wage._ Now consider a wage that is 6 beloww“

in figure 4. Given the excess demand for white labor at
w‘ — 6, the appropriate market demand

for black labor lies discretely to the right of DB. However, the appropriate market demand for black

labor need not lie far enough to the right of DB to eliminate the excess supply of black labor atw“
g 6. Hence, it is possible for equilibrium to occur in a range of wages in the lower neighborhood

of w° . Assuming that an excess demand in either of the two markets puts upward pressure on the

wage has the effect of choosing the top of this wage range (w') as the unique equilibrium wage.
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The market wage and employment effects of the EWL can be lnvestigated by comparing

the labor market equilibrium that exists prior to the enforcement of the EWL with the labor

market equilibrium that exists subsequent to the enforcement of the EWL. These labor market

equilibria are illustrated in Figure 5.

Prior to the enforcement of the EWL, the market wage of black labor is wg, the market

wage of white labor is wg, , the market employment of black labor is B, and the market em-

ployment of white labor is W,. The market demand for black labor rotates down through wg,

and the market demand for white labor rotates up through wg with the enforcement ofthe EWL.

Subsequent to the enforcement of the EWL, the market wage of black labor and white labor

is w', the market employment of black labor is B' and the market employment of white labor

is W'.

lt is readily apparent from figure 5 that the EWL adversely affects the labor market status

of some black workers while at the same time improves the labor market status of other black

workers. Although the enforcement of the EWL does increase the market wage of black labor,

the enforcement of the EWL also decreases the market employment of black labor and gen-

erates an excess supply of black labor. The black workers who retain their jobs subsequent

to the enforcement of the EWL benefit from the increased wage. However, the black workers

who lose their jobs as a result of the increased wage are made worse off by the EWL. These

black workers will remain unemployed under the EWL due to their inability to compete for jobs

by offering themselves to firms at a wage that is less than the market wage.“

It is also readily apparent from figure 5 that white workers are made better off by the EWL.

Although the enforcement of the EWL does not affect the market employment of white labor,

the enforcement of the EWL does increase the market wage of white labor. Thus, all white

workers retain their jobs under the EWL and do so at a higher wage.

The analysis of the market wage and employment effects of the EWL proceeds along

similar lines ifthe market supplies of black labor and white labor are upward sloping in their

°¤ The E\NL does not directly prohibit unemployed black workers from offering their services at a wage
below the market wage. The EWL, however, does render this wage strategy ineffective. Firms cannot
decrease their wage offers to the unemployed black workers without violating the EWL
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respective market wages. Indeed, most, but not all, of the central conclusions regarding the

labor market effects of the EWL remain unchanged with the introduction of upward sloping

labor supplies. Let

SB = S0(W0) (30)

and

Sw = SwlWw)» (31)

where öS,/öw, >0 and öSw/öww >0, represent the market supplies of black labor and white

labor. Define
l

SB(wB)
R (w ,w )=—— 32S B

Wasthe relative market supply of black labor. Assume R, is constant (R,) for all w, = ww = w.

ln addition, assume R, < R, if w, < ww and R, > R, if w, > ww.

The labor market equilibrlum that exists prior to the enforcement of the EWL is charac-

terized by

B.,T7T‘—T7= *,7*- (33)
DW(wW, wB, 4>) SW(wW) 0 ·

where wg < ww and (B,/W,) is the relative market employment of black labor. Since wg < ww,

(B,/W„)<R, . With the enforcement of the EWL, tirms are forced to accommodate their

discriminatory tastes by contracting their employment of black labor so as to raise the mar-

ginal product of black labor above the common wage (vv), which implles

E
”,

6 ~
< $1% < RS. (34)

Dw(W- ¢) °

lf R, < R,, then the labor market equilibrium under the EWL is characterized by
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ÜBÜV- d>l < Sglzvl (ss)

and

öwlä. ¢l = Swlwl. (36)

_ Figure 6 illustrates this labor market equilibrlum. The equilibrlum wage is W" .°°

Figure 7 compares the labor market equilibrlum prior to the enforcement of the EWL with

the labor market equilibrlum subsequent to the enforcement of the EWL. The enforcement of

the EWL increases the market wage of black labor from wg to w' and increases the market

wage of white labor from wg, to w". The enforcement of the EWL decreases the market em-

ployment of black labor from B, to B", increases the market employment of white labor from

W, to W', and generates an excess supply of black labor.

The only substantive difference between the labor market effects of the EWL in the two

cases considered here concerns the market employment of white labor. The enforcement of

the EWL does not affect the market employment of white labor if the market supply of white

labor is perfectly inelastic and increases the market employment of white labor if the market

supply of white labor is upward sloping. The wage effects of the EWL and the impact of the

EWL on the market employment of black labor are essentially identical in the two cases con-

sidered here. The enforcement of the EWL increases the market wage of black labor, in-

creases the market wage of white labor, decreases the market employment of black labor and

Ieads to unemployment among black labor regardless of whether the labor supplies are ver-

tical or upward sloping.

'°
The demonstration that i7' is the equilibrlum wage in this case is identical to that utllized for the case
in which the market supplies of labor are perfectly inelastic and will not be repeated here.
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I. The Equal Employment Law

Consider a single-occupation labor market that is composed of black labor (B) and white

labor (W). The labor employment decisions of all tirms in the labor market are subject to an

equal employment law (EEL) that prohibits tirms from practicing employment discrimination

against black labor.’°

An enforcement agency (EA) is responsible for ensurlng that the tirms in the labor market

comply with the EEL.” The EA relies on black workers who feel they have been denied em-

ployment on the basis of their race to file charges with the EA. The EA investigates the in-

7° The EEL does not prohibit tirms from paying different wages to black labor and white labor. The
combined effects of the EVVL and the EEL are addressed in the next chapter.

7l The basic structure of this section's EEL enforcement model is similar to the structure of the EINL
enforcement model that was developed in section I of chapter 3. An important difference between
the two enforcement models concerns the degree to which the respective laws impose binding con-
straints on tirms. The EEL enforcement model allows for the possibility that some tirms will not
completely comply with the EEL
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coming charges and attempts to settle the cases in which it concludes that the EEL has in fact

been violated.

n The EA’s investigation and settlement activities impose economic costs on firms. Firms

that are charged with violating the EEL incur transaction costs regardless of whether they

subsequentiy reach a settlement with the EA. These transaction costs may include legal costs

incurred by firms in defending themselves against the charges, public·reIations expenditures

that are intended to restore the "good will" that might be lost as a result of being charged with

violating the EEL, and the cost of providing information to the EA during the course of its in-

vestigations. Firms that settle with the EA incur settlement costs in addition to the transaction

costs. The settlement costs may include the cost of awarding backpay to the workers who

were denied employment in violation of the EEL, the cost of instituting hiring and training

programs that might be mandated by the EA, and any fines that might be Ievied by the EA.

Given the structure of the EA’s enforcement system and the nature of the costs imposed

through the EA’s investigation and settlement activities, an individual firm that is subject to the

EEL faces three possible outcomes:72

1. the ürm is not charged with violating the EEL and therefore incurs neither the transaction

costs nor the settlement costs

2. the firm is charged with violating the EEL, does not reach a settlement with the EA, and

therefore incurs only the transaction costs

3. the firm is charged with violating the EEL, reaches a settlement with the EA, and therefore

incurs both the transaction costs and the settlement costs.

The willingness of black workers to file charges against the firm and the intensity with which

the EA pursues settlements in these cases combine to influence the ürm's labor employment

72 It is assumed that the firm will not cease operations in response to the enforcement of the EEL It is
not Iikely that any anti-discrimination law that results in widespread shut·downs among firms would
be politically viable.
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decisions and consequently determine the probabilities with which the firm faces the three

possible outcomes.

Assume the EA chooses a target employment ratio (p) for the firm and adopts the policy

that there exists reasonable cause to conclude that the firm is practicing employment dis-

crimination against black labor if the firm’s relative employment of black labor is less than the

employment target.73 Assume the firm knows p. Hence, the firm is able to evaluate its com-

· pliance with the EEL without having any direct contact with the EA.

The minimum level of black labor employment for which the ürm is in compliance with the

EEL is equal to pW. Define A = pW — B as the measure of the firm’s compliance with the EEL.

lf A > 0, then the firm is ”underempIoying" black labor relative to the employment target. The

firm is considered to be in violation of the EEL in this case.7* If A 50, then the firm is not

underemploying black labor relative to the employment target. The firm is considered to be

in compliance with the EEL in this case.73

Asymmetries in the information possessed by black workers and asymmetries in the po-

tential gains from tiling a charge against the firm give rise to the likelihood that the firm will

not face a certain charge of violating the EEL in the event it is underemploying black labor.

There are two groups of black workers who are candidates to file a charge against the firm:

73 All firms in the labor market face the same employment target.

7* The A measure of EEL compliance focuses on the absolute shortage of black labor in a given firm.
lf the firms in the labor market are of widely different sizes in terms of total labor employment, then
it may be inappropriate to utilize A to measure and rank EEL violations across firms. To see this,
consider a 'smaII' firm X and a 'large' firm Y. Assume firm X employs 50 workers and has a
A = 10. Assume firm Y employs 5000 workers and has a A = 10. The EEL violations of firm X and firm
Y are of equal severity under the A measure. However, a case could be made that the EEL violatiens
of firm Y are less severe than those of firm X due to the fact that firm Y is one hundred times the size
of firm X. For this reason, it might be more appropriate to devise a violation measure that accounts

for differences in firm size. One candidate for such a measure is A = p — (B/W). While A does not

suffer from the 'scale' problem that is associated with A, non-trivial technical complications arise if

A is utilized in a mathematical analysis of a firm’s employment responses to the EEL The A measure

becomes a reasonably good approximation of A if the firms in the labor market are of sufficiently close
size. This firm-size assumption will be adopfed in the market-level analysis of the EEL that is pre-
sented in the third section of this chapter.

73 lt is implicitly assumed that the EEL protects black workers against empleyment discrimination but
offers no such protection to white workers. The 'underemployment' of white labor will not be clas-
sified as an EEL violation.
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those blacks who are employed in the firm and those blacks who have applied unsuccessfully

for employment in the firm. These two groups of black workers do not have identical infor-

mation concerning the racial composition of the firm’s workforce and do not stand to gain

equally from filing a charge against the firm.

lt may be the case that a black worker who is employed in the firm has enough informa-

tion about the racial composition of the firm’s workforce to enable him to evaluate with some

degree of accuracy the firm’s compliance with the EEL. However, a black worker who is al-

ready employed in the firm derives little, if any, direct benefit from filing a charge against the

firm. Thus, it is not Iikely that an employed black worker has a strong incentive to charge the

firm with violating the EEL in the event the firm is underemploying black labor.
‘

An unsuccessful black applicant might directly benefit from üling a charge against the

firm, particularly if the EA subsequently orders the firm to increase its employment of black

labor and to give preference to those blacks who have already applied for and been denied

employment in the firm. However, an unsuccessful black applicant is "outside' the firm and

as such probably does not have enough information about the racial composition of the firm’s

workforce to enable him to evaluate with any degree of accuracy the firm’s compliance with

the EEL. The lack of accurate information might result in the failure of an unsuccessful black

applicant to recognize the firm’s EEL violations, particularly if the firm’s underemployment of .

black labor is small and not readily apparent from a cursory observation of the firm’s

workforce. Thus, an unsuccessful black applicant might choose not to üle a charge against

the firm even ifthe firm is in fact underemploying black labor in violation of the EEL. It can

be expected, however, that the likelihood of an unsuccessful black applicant filing a charge

against the firm will increase as the firm’s underemployment of black labor increases and

becomes more readily apparent from a cursory observation of the firm’s workforce.

Given these information and benefit asymmetries, the firm faces a less than certain

chance of being charged with violating the EEL if it is underemploying black labor. Let

v = vll) (1)
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represent the probability that the firm will be charged with violating the EEL. Assume ,1 is

chosen from a bounded set such that 0 < y <1 for all ,1 > 0 in the set and y = 0 for all 1 S 0 in

the set. ln addition, assume y(,1) is continuous in ,1 and has the following properties over the

feasible ,1 > 0:

Öy Ö2y
u

Y1=H>O¤Y11=3?>0· (2)

The ürm enters into settlement negotiations with the EA once it has been charged with

violating the EEL. Whether the firm will actually reach a settlement with the EA is determined

by the general intensity of the EA’s settlement effort and the allocation of the EA’s settlement

effort across the set of incoming charges. ·

The mere existence of the authority to enforce the EEL does not necessarily translate into

a high level of commitment on the part of the EA to pursue settlements in cases involving vi-

olations of the EEL. The EA might decide to pursue settlements with a great deal of intensity,

in which case the firm may face an almost certain settlement if it is charged with violating the

EEL. On the other hand, the EA might decide to devote little effort toward settling the charges

brought under the EEL, in which case the firm may face little chance of being forced to settle

if it is charged with violating the EEL.

The extent to which the firm underemploys black labor also infiuences the probability that

the firm will reach a settlement with the EA. lfthe EA’s enforcement budget is fixed, then the

EA must decide how to allocate its resources across the set of incoming charges and in the

process of doing so must decide in which priority these cases receive attention. Assume the

EA targets its settlement effort toward the firms that are relatively far out of compliance with

the EEL (firms with a large ,1). Hence, the likelihood that the firm will reach a settlement with

the EA depends on the size of its underemployment of black labor and can be expected to

increase as its underemployment of black labor increases.

The probability that the charged firm will reach a settlement with the EA can be ex-

pressed as
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a = a(Ä, 8), (3)

where e is an index (0 < e < 1) of the general intensity with which the EA pursues settlements

in cases involving violations of the EEL. Increasing values of e are associated with an in-

creasing settlement effort on the part ofthe EA. Assume 1 is chosen from a bounded set such

that 0< a <1 for all joint-determinations of e and 1 >0 in the bounded set and a =0 for all

joint-determinations of e and 1 5 0 in the bounded set. ln addition, assume a(1, e) is contin-

uous in 1 and e, and has the following properties over the feasible joint-determinations of e

and 1 > 0:

6 62 62
C1=ä'>0,C1j="ä>0,C12=>0

E6. -EiC2-
öe

>0,C22-The

firm incurs costs if it is the subject of an investigation and settlement attempt. The

firm incurs transaction costs regardless of whether the firm reaches a settlement with the EA.

Assume the transaction costs are independent of the ürm’s underemployment of black labor

and are determined exogenously by the EA. Let T represent these costs. The firm also incurs

settlement costs if it reaches a settlement with the EA. Assume the settlement costs are de-

pendent on the firm’s underemployment of black labor. Let $(1) represent the settlement

costs. Assume $(1) > 0 for 1 > 0 and $(1) = 0 for 1 5 0. ln addition, assume $(1) is continuous

in 1 and has the following properties for 1 >0: I

6s _ 62s

lf the firm is charged with violating the EEL, it faces costs equal to $(1)+ T with proba-

bility a and faces costs equal to T with probability 1 — a. Thus, the expected cost of being

charged with violating the EEL can be expressed as .
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C = a(Ä., €)S(Ä) + T.
Q

(6)

Given the probability that the firm will be charged with vlolating the EEL (equation 1) and

the costs the firm expects to incur in the event it is so charged (equation 6), the expected cost

of vlolating the EEL can be defined as

V=v(Ä)[¤¤(Ä„ ¢)$(/1) + T]. (7)

lt is assumed that the risk-neutral firm forms its expectations of the cost of vlolating the EEL

prior to having any direct contact with the EA and takes this expected violation cost into ac-

count at the time it makes its labor employment decisions.

II. The Impact of the EEL on the Labor Input Decisions of

a Discriminating Firm

Let

U = f(B,W) - www — (ws + 6)B — y(1l)[«(,l, e)S()l) + T] (8)

represent the tirm’s utility function under the EEL.7' Choosing B and W to maximize utility

generates the following first·order conditions:77

öU— = - - = 0 9ÖB fs ws 6 + X ( )

7* With only a few minor exceptions, the EEL effects in a discriminating firm (8 > 0) are identical to the
EEL effects in a non-discriminating firm (0 = 0). These exceptions will be noted as they arise.

77 The second-order conditions are derived mathematically in section 1 of Appendix D.
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€%=fw—ww—pX=0, Q (10)

where X = }·1[aS + T] + ya,S + yaS,.

The X term in equation 9 represents the change in the expected cost of violating the EEL

that results from a change in the lirm’s employment of black labor, given the firm’s employ-

ment of white labor. lf J. >0, then X >0. Otherwise, X =0. The pX term in equation 10 re-
'

presents the change in the expected cost of violating the EEL that results from a change in the

ürm's employment of white labor, given the firm’s employment of black labor. lf J. >0, then

pX >0 Otherwise, pX = 0. .

The enforcement of the EEL imparts a positive compliance productivity to black workers

and a negative compliance productivity to white workers if the firm is underemploying black

labor in violation of the EEL. The employment of an additional black worker moves the firm

toward compliance with the EEL (decreases J) and therefore decreases the expected cost of

violating the EEL. In effect, the marginal black worker is productive not only in terms of his

contribution to the firm’s physical output, but also in terms of the decrease in the expected

violation cost that is generated by his employment. Hence, the net marginal product of black

labor is equal to Q + X ifthe firm is in violation of the EEL. ln contrast, the employment of an

additional white worker moves the firm away from compliance with the EEL (increases J) and

therefore increases the expected cost of violating the EEL. The negative compliance produc-

tivity of the marginal white worker weighs against his physical productivity in this case.

Hence, the net marginal product of white labor is equal to fw — pX if the firm is in violation ofthe EEL. n
The compliance productivities of black labor and white labor are equal to zero if the firm

is in compliance with the EEL. The net marginal product of black labor is equal to Q and the

net marginal product of white labor is equal to fw in this case.

ln equilibrium, the firm equates the net marginal product of black labor with the marginal

factor cost of black labor (Q + X = w, + 9 in equation 9) and equates the net marginal product
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of white labor with the marginal factor cost of white labor (fw — pX = w,„ in equation 10). It is

readily apparent from these equilibrium conditions that the relationship between the marginal

. physical product of white labor and the wage of white labor and the relationship between the

marginal physical product of black labor and the wage of black labor depend on whether the

firm is in violation of the EEL.

First consider the case in which the firm is underemploying black labor in violation of the

EEL. The relationship between the marginal physical product of black labor and the wage of

black labor is ambiguous (Q — ws = 9 — X %0 in equation 9).7* Since the enforcement of the

EEL does not affect the firm’s distaste for employing black labor, the positive compliance

productivity of black labor that results from the enforcement of the EEL weighs against the

psychic cost of employing black labor. The black workers employed in the firm receive a wage

that is greater than their marginal physical product if the compliance productivity of black Ia-

bor dominates the psychic cost of employing black labor. ln this case, the firm’s black workers

receive a ”wage premium” as a direct result ofthe enforcement ofthe EEL. On the other hand,

the black workers employed in the firm receive a wage that is less than their marginal phys·

ical product ifthe psychic cost ofemploying black labor dominates the compliance productivity

of black labor. ln this case, the ürm’s black workers continue to incur a "wage penalty" de-

spite the enforcement ofthe EEL.7* The white workers employed in the firm receive a wage that

is less than their marginal physical product (fw-w„=pX>0 in equation 10). This "wage

penaIty," in effect, compensates the firm for the negative compliance productivity of white Ia-

bor.

7* This ambiguity disappears if the firm does not exhibit a distaste for employing black labor. If 0 = 0,

then fs — ws = - X < 0. The black workers who are employed in a non-discriminating firm that is in

violation of the EEL receive a wage that is greater than their marginal physical product.

7* While the enforcement of the EEL might not eliminate the wage penalty that is imposed on the firm’s
black workers, the enforcement of the EEL does reduce the wage penalty if the firm is underemploying
black labor. In the absence of the EEL, fs - Wa = 9 > 0. ln the presence of the EEL,

fs - ws = 0 — X. Since 9 is constant for all levels of black labor employment and X > 0, any wage

penalty that the firm’s black workers might incur under the EEL must be less than the wage penalty

they would incur in the absence of the EEL.
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The enforcement of the EEL does not affect the equilibrium relationships between the

marginal physical products of black labor and white labor and their respective wages if the

firm is in compliance with the EEL. ln this case, the black workers employed in the firm con-

tinue to receive a wage that ls less than their marginal physical product (Q - w, =0>0 in

equation 9) and the white workers employed in the firm continue to receive a wage that is

equal to their marginal physical product (fw — ww = 0 in equation 10).

Simultaneously solving equations 9 and 10 for B and W yields the firm’s demand for black

labor under the EEL

DB = DB(WB, WW, 9,
€,

T)and

the firm’s demand for white labor under the EEL

DW = Du/(WW, WB, 0,
€,

T),wheree represents the intensity with which the EA attempts to settle cases involving vio-

lations of the EEL and T represents the transaction costs the firm incurs in the event it is

charged with violating the EEL.°°

The EA’s enforcement of the EEL affects the firm’s labor demands only if the firm is

underemploying black Iabor.“ The impact of the EEL on the firm’s labor demands in this case

is bofh direct and indirect. The firm increases its demand for black labor and decreases its

demand for white labor in direct response to the enforcement of the EEL. ln addition, the EA’s

enforcement of the EEL indirectly affects the firm’s ability to respond to changes in the wages

of black labor and white labor.

°°
Since the underlying objective function is strictly concave and continuous, the firm’s labor demands
are continuous in ws, ww, 9, e and T.

“
Whether the firm underemploys black labor in violation of the EEL is determined not only by the level
of the EA’s enforcement effort (e and T), but also by wa, ww, and 9. increases in wa and/or decreases
in ww increase the likelihood that the firm will be in violation of the EEL at a given enforcement level.
In addition, the more discriminatory the firm is against the employment of black labor, the more Iikely
it is that the firm will be in violation of the EEL at a given enforcement level.
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Consider the firm’s responses to an increase in the wage of black labor. ln the absence

of the EEL, the firm decreasesbits employment of black labor and increases its demand for

white labor, which results in an increase in the employment of white labor at the given white

wage. The enforcement of the EEL does not completely negate the firm’s ability to substitute

toward white labor in response to an increase in the wage of black labor. However, with the

enforcement ofthe EEL the employment responses to an increase in the black wage are bal-

anced against the employment effects that are induced by the EEL. The combination of a de-

crease in black labor employment and an increase in white labor employment increases the

firm’s underemployment of black labor and therefore leads to an increase in the expected cost

of violating the EEL. The increased violation cost induces the firm to decrease its employment ~

of white labor at the given white wage. Thus, the net impact of an increase in the wage of

black labor on the firm’s demand for white labor depends on the relative sizes of the direct

wage effects and the induced equal-employment effects. lf the direct wage effects dominate

the induced equal-employment effects, then the firm’s demand for white labor will increase

as the wage of black labor increases.

A similar conflict between the direct wage effects and the induced equal-employment ef-

fects also exists for changes in the wage of white labor. Consider the firm’s responses to a

decrease in the wage of white labor. The direct effects consist of an increase in the firm’s

employment of white labor and a decrease in the firm’s demand for black labor, which leads

to a decrease in the ürm’s employment of black labor at the black given wage. The combi-

nation of a decrease in the employment of black labor and an increase in the employment of

white labor increases the firm’s underemployment of black labor and therefore increases the

expected cost of violating the EEL. The increased violation cost induces the ürm to increase

its employment of black labor at the given black wage. Thus, the net impact of a decrease in

the wage of white labor on the firm’s demand for black labor depends on the relative sizes

of the direct wage effects and the induced equal-employment effects. Ifthe direct wage effects

dominate the induced equal-employment effects, then the firm’s demand for black labor will

decrease as the wage of white labor falls.
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lt is assumed that the direct wage effects dominate the induced equal-employment effects

so that the enforcement of the EEL lessens but does not entirely eliminate the tirm’s ability to

substitute between black labor and white labor in response to changes in their respective

wages.°2 Under this assumption, the lirm’s labor demands are characterized by positive

cross-wage effects.

The properties of the lirm’s labor demands can be summarized as follows:”

-—- < 0 for all A (13)
öwB

—-—— > 0 for all A .
ÖWW

ÖDB 0 r ii ,1ÖH < or a

ÖDB > 0 for A > 0

öe = 0 for A S 0

ÖDB > 0 for A > 0

ÖT = 0 for A S 0

———<0 for allA (14)
öww

öD—l > 0 rer all 1
ÖWB

@2 A parallel assumption can be made regarding the tirm’s ability to substitute between black labor and
white labor in response to changes in its distaste for black labor. lf the direct discrimination effects
dominate the induced equal-employment effects, then an increase in the lirm’s distaste for black Ia-
bor leads to a decrease in the firm’s demand for black labor and an increase in the firm's demand
for white labor.

“
These labor demand properties are derived mathematically in section 2 of Appendix D.
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?b—> 0 for all A

ÖDW < 0 for A > 0
-5;-

= 0 for A S 0

ÖDW < 0 for A > 0
‘ F-E

= 0 for A S 0.

The enforcement of the EEL increases the firm’s demand for black labor and decreases

the firm’s demand for white labor only if the firm is underemploying black labor. These labor

demand responses are bounded by the employment target that is adopted by the EA. The

increase in the demand for black labor leads to an increase in the ürm's employment of black

labor at the given black wage and the decrease in the demand for white labor leads to a de-

crease in the firm’s employment of white labor at the given white wage. The combination of

the increased black labor employment and the decreased white labor employment moves the

firm toward the employment target. Once the firm meets the employment target and thereby

achieves complete compllance with the EEL, further increases in the intensity with which the

EA enforces the EEL will have no additional impact on the ürm’s labor demands. Hence, the

firm increases its relative employment of black labor in response to the EA’s enforcement ef-

fort but will not increase its relative employment of black labor above the employment target

that is adopted by the EA.

The enforcement of the EEL does not directly affect the firm’s labor demands if the firm

is not underemploying black labor. However, the enforcement of the EEL in this case might

limit the firm’s ability to alter its employment of black labor and white labor in response to

changes in their respective wages. To see this, consider the firm’s employment responses

to an increase in the wage of black labor. The increase in the black wage leads to a decrease

in the firm’s employment of black labor and an increase in the firm’s employment of white

labor at the given white wage. This combination of employment responses decreases the
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firm’s relative employment of black labor and therefore moves the firm toward the employ-

ment target. The enforcement of the EEL has no impact on the firm’s labor employment de-

cisions as long as the firm’s relative employment of black labor remains above the

employment target. Any employment responses that push the firm below the employment

target, however, will subject the firm to the EEL violation costs. lf the EA's enforcement effort

ls of sufficient intensity to forestall EEL violations, then the lirm's labor employment responses

to changes in the wages of black labor and white labor will not push the ürm below the em-

ployment target that is adopted by the EA.

III. The Impact of the EEL on Market Wages and Market

Employment

The introduction of the EEL effectively divides the firms in the labor market into two

groups. One group consists of those firms which underemploy black labor at the time the EEL

is ürst enacted and the other group consists of those firms which do not underemploy black

labor at the time the EEL is first enacted.“ Horizontally summing the individual firm labor de-

mands over these two groups offirms yields the market demand for black labor under the EEL.

DB = DB(wB, WW, ¢, G,

T)andthe market demand for white labor under the EEL

“
The existence of these two groups of firms is implied by the inter-firm differences in discriminatory
tastes and the resultant inter·firm differences in the relative employment of black labor. Unless the
EA sets p less than or equal to the relative employment of black labor in the most discriminatory firm
or sets p greater than or equal to the relative employment of black labor in the least discriminatory
firm, there will be at least one firm which is in violation of the EEL and at least one firm which is in
compliance with the EEL at the time the EEL is introduced.
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DW WB, ¢, €,

T),where¢> represents the share of firms in the labor market that exhibit a distaste for employing

black labor. The market demands for black labor and white labor have the following proper-

ties:*5

—— 0,——— 0.-- 0.—— .——öwB< öwW> öe >0 ÖT >0 (17)

öDw ÖDW öDw öDw öDw——0.-öwW<ÖwB> >0 ae <0 ÖT <0 (18)

The increase in the market demand for black labor and the decrease in the market de-

mand for white labor that result from the enforcement of the EEL are limited by the labor de-
W

mand responses of the firms which underemploy black labor in violation of the EEL. The

enforcement of the EEL increases the demand for black labor and decreases the demand for

white labor in the firms which underemploy black labor but has no impact on the demands for

labor in the tirms which do not underemploy black labor. The labor demand responses of the

lirms which underemploy black labor move these firms toward compliance with the EEL.

However, once these tirms achieve complete compliance with the EEL further increases in the

EA’s enforcement effort will have no additional impact on their labor demands. Hence, the

enforcement of the EEL does not increase the market demand for black labor without bound

and does not decrease the market demand for white labor without bound.

Let
‘

$6 = Sgiwg) (19)

*5 The market demand for black labor is monotonically decreasing in ww but is not differentlable ev-
erywhere. The market demand for white labor is monotonically decreasing in ww but is not
differentiable everywhere. The process of horizontally summing the individual firm labor demands
yields a market demand for black labor that is 'kinked' in Wa and a market demand for white labor
that is 'kinked' in ww. The signs of the comparative statics own-wage properties of the market de-
mands for labor can be evaluated on either side of these kinks without loss of generality.
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and

Sw = $w(Ww) (20)

represent the market supplies of black labor and white labor, respectively. Assume

05,,/öwa > 0 and 68,,/öww > 0.***

Since the EEL does not impose restrictions on the wage offers that can be made by firms,

the wage of black labor will adjust to clear the market for black labor and the wage of white

labor will adjust to clear the market for white labor. Therefore,

DB(wB, ww, qS, e, T) = SB(wB) (21)

and

Dw(Ww- WB- ¢· B- T) = $w(Ww) (22)

in equilibrium under the EEL.

The labor market wage and employment effects of the EEL can be identilied by examining

how the market wages and the market employment of black labor and white labor change as

the EA’s enforcement effort lncreases in intensity. The increased enforcement intensity leads

to an increase in the demand for black labor in the tirms which underemploy black labor and

therefore an increase in the market demand for black labor. The increased enforcement in-

tensity also leads to a decrease in the demand for white labor in the tirms which underemploy

black labor and therefore a decrease in the market demand for white labor. It follows from

these labor demand effects that the enforcement of the EEL lncreases the market wage and

*0 The labor market effects of the EEL under perfectly inelastic labor supplies will not be considered
here. As was demonstrated in section lll of chapter 2, employer discrimination against black labor
does not affect the market employment of black labor or the market employment of white labor if the
market supplies of black labor and white labor are perfectly inelastic with respect to their market
wages.
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the market employment of black labor and decreases the market wage and the market em-

ployment of white labor.*7

Figure 8 illustrates the market wage and the market employment effects of the EEL. Let

Dg and D3, represent the market demands for black labor and white labor prior to the

enforcement ofthe EEL. The tirms’ discriminatory tastes against black labor are of sufticient

strength to drive the market wage of black labor below the market wage of white labor in the

absence of the EEL (wg< w3,). lntroducing the EEL increases the market demand for black

labor to D„' and decreases the market demand for white labor to D,„' . The enforcement ofthe

EEL therefore raises the market wage of black labor to
w,’

, raises the market employment

of black labor to B' , lowers the market wage of white labor to w,,’ , and lowers the market

employment of white labor to W'.

The extent to which the enforcement of the EEL closes the wage gap against black labor

and increases the market employment of black labor relative to the market employment of

white labor depends not only on the intensity of the
EA’s

enforcement effort, but also on the

employment target that is adopted by the EA. The tirms that are initially in violation ofthe EEL

must increase their relative employment of black labor despite the increased relative wage

of black labor if they are to move into compliance with the EEL, lfthe EA’s enforcement effort

is of sufticient intensity to compel complete compliance with the EEL, then these tirms will in-

crease their relative employment of black labor until the employment target is met. Raising

the employment target increases the magnitudes of the labor employment adjustments that

are required for these firms to move into complete compliance with the EEL.

Although the enforcement of the EEL does not directly affect the labor demands of the

firms that are initially in compliance with the EEL, the employment target might limit the ability

of these tirms to substitute away from black labor in response to the increased relative wage

of black labor. lf the EA’s enforcement effort is of sufticient intensity to compel complete

compliance with the EEL, then these tirms will not allow their relative employment of black

*7 The market wage and employment effects of the EEL are derived mathematically in Appendix E.
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labor to fall below the employment target that is adopted by the EA.** Raising the employment

target decreases the magnitudes of the employment adjustments these firms can make with-

out moving into violation of the EEL.

There are two plausible policy options that are available to the EA in its selection of the

employment target. One of these policy options is to set the employment target equal to the

relative market employment of black labor that exists at the time the EEL is first enacted.

Choosing the employment target on this basis, however, might have the effect of making

permanent the adverse employment effects of previous employer discrimination against black

Iabor.8° The EA might be able to overcome these adverse employment effects by adopting an

employment target that is greater than the relative market employment of_bIack labor that

exists at the time the EEL is first enacted.

The labor market equilibrium that exists prior to the enforcement of the EEL is charac-

terized by

bäqwg). W3;. 4>)
=

SB(w§)
=ä l (23)

DW(WW, WB, Wo

where wg < w3, and (B,/W,) is the relative market employment of black labor that exists at the

time the EEL ls introduced. Define

S wRs(Wa· WW) = (24)

8* This is not to imply that these firms will necessarily decrease their relative employment of black labor
so as to exactly match the employment target. Since these firms exhibit no distaste for employing
black labor, they may be willing to employ black labor in excess of what is required to meet the em-

Egärnent target, particularly if the market wage of black labor is less than the market wage of white

8* As was demonstrated in section Ill of chapter 2, employer discrimination against black labor de-
creases the market employment of black labor if the market supply of black labor is upward sloping
in wg .
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as the relative market supply of black labor. Assume R, is constant (Ä) for all wg = ww. ln

addition, assume R,< Ä for all wg < ww and R, >Ä for all w, > ww. Since wg < ww,

<B./w.,> < E-
The EA sets p, = (B,/W,) under the first policy option. Let p,=Ä represent the EA’s

employment target under the second policy option. It is assumed that the EA adopts either

of these two employment targets at the time the EEL is first enacted and then retains the se-

lected employment target thereaffer.

Figure 9 illustrates the labor market equilibria under the two employment targets when

the
EA’s

enforcement effort is of sufficient intensity to compel complete compliance with the

EEL from all firms in the labor market. Let Dg and D$, represent the market dlemands for black

labor and white labor in the absence of the EEL. The enforcement of the EEL increases the

market demand for black labor to
D,’

and decreases the market demand for white labor to

Dw’
if the EA selects p, as the employment target. lf the EA selects pz as the employment

target, then the enforcement of the EEL increases the market demand for black labor to D,"

and decreases the market demand for white labor to Dw".

First consider the compIete—compliance equilibrium when the EA selects p, as the em·

ployment target. The enforcement of the EEL in this case raises the market wage of black

labor to
w,’

, raises the market employment of black labor to B', Iowers the market wage of

white labor to ww' and Iowers the market employment of white labor to W'. The relative

market employment of black labor is greater than the employment target (B'/W' > p,) and the

market wage of black labor is less than the market wage of white labor. ln effect, there are

more than enough black workers available to satisfy the employment target in each firm and

it is because of these ”excess" black workers that the enforcement of the EEL narrows but

does not eliminate the wage differential against black labor in this case. The firms that were

in violation of the EEL at the time of its introduction are not willing to employ black labor in

excess of what is required to meet the employment target. The firms that were in compliance

with the EEL at the time of its introduction, however, are willing to employ black Iaborin ex-
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cess of what is required to meet the employment target. The crowding of the 'excess' black

workers into these lirms serves to sustain the wage differential against black labor.

Now consider the complete-compliance equilibrium when the EA selects p, as the em-

ployment target. The enforcement of the EEL raises the market wage of black labor to w,," ,

raises the market employment of black labor to B", lowers the market wage of white labor to

w,,," and lowers the market employment of white labor to W". The relative market employ-

ment of black labor is equal to the employment target (B"/W" = pz) and the market wage of

black labor is equal to the market wage of white labor. There are no "excess" black workers

available to sustain the wage differential against black labor in this case. ln the absence Of

such a wage differential, no tirms are willing to employ black labor in excess of what is re- ·

quired to meet the employment target.

lt is readily apparent from figure 9 that the enforcement of the EEL increases the market

wage and the market employment of black labor and decreases the market wage and the

market employment of white labor, regardless of whether the EA selects p, or p, as the em-

ployment target. However, it is also readily apparent from figure 9 that the EA's selection of

the employment target does affect the magnitudes of the wage and employment effects of the

EEL. The wage and employment gains of black labor and the wage and employment losses

of white labor are greater when pa is the employment target than they are when p, is the

employment target.
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CHAPTER 5 THE LABOR MARKET EFFECTS OF AN

EQUAL EMPLOYMENTIEQUAL WAGE

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAW

I. The Anti-discrimination Law

The EWL of chapter 3 can be combined with the EEL of chapter 4 to form an anti-

discrimination law (ADL) that prohibits tirms from practicing wage discrimination and em-

ployment discrimination against black labor. The resultant ADL consists of an equal wage

provision (EWP) that prohibits tirms from paying different wages to black labor and white labor

and an equal employment provision (EEP) that prohibits hrms from underemploying black Ia-

bor in relation to the employment target that is adopted by the EA. Following the enforcement

models outlined in chapters 3 and 4, the ADL imposes a binding wage constraint on all tirms

but does not necessarily impose a binding employment constraint on all tirms.
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II. The Impact of the ADL on the Labor Input Decisions

of a Discriminating Firm

The firm’s utility function under the ADL can be expressed as

U = f(B,W) —— Ww — (vv + 6)B — y(l)[«(l. e)S(„l) + T]. (1)

where all variables are as defined previously. Choosing B and W to maximize utility yields the

following first-order conditions:°°

öU _ _ ~_ _
ÖB -fB w 9+X-0 (2)

ät-=fw—v7—pX=0, (2)

where X = y,[aS + T] + ya,S + yaS, . lf the firm ls underemploying black labor in violation of

the EEP, then X >0 Otherwise, X = 0

Simultaneously solving equations 2 and 3 for B and W yields the firm’s demand for black

labor under the ADL

and the ürm’s demand for white labor under the ADL

5„„=5W($«,6, 6, T), (6)

*° The second-order conditions are identical to those derived for the firm-level EEL model presented in
section Il of chapter 4. These second-order conditions can be found in section 1 of Appendix D.
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where e represents the intensity with which the EA attempts to settle cases involving vio-

Iations of the EEP and T represents the transaction costs the firm incurs in the event it is

charged with vioiating the EEP. These labor demands are defined under the condition that the

firm is in compliance with the EWP. The firm’s labor demands have the following

properties:°‘

658
-7- < 0 for all J (6)

öw

ÖEB 0 r ii JÖH < or a .

655 = 0 for J 5 0

öe > 0 for J. > 0

658 = 0 for J 5 0

ÖT > O for J > 0

öl;
-4< 0 for an J (7)

öw _

ÖÖTW7- 0 II J.Ö9 > for a

65W = O TOT J. S 0

öe < 0 mr J > 0

65W = 0 for J 5 0

ÖT < 0 for J >
0.

°l These labor demand properties are derived mathematically in Appendix F.
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The net impact of the ADL on the firm’s labor demands depends on the nature of the

firm’s ADL violations. Two general cases will be considered here. In the first the firm is in

violation of the EWP only and in the second the firm is in violation of the EWP and the EEP.

Figure 10 illustrates the firm’s labor demand responses to the enforcement of the ADL

when the firm is in violation of the EWP and in compliance with the EEP at the time the ADL

is introduced. ln this case, the firm responds only to the enforcement of the EWP.'2 Let Dg and

Dg, represent the firm’s labor demands in the absence of the ADL. Assume the market wage

of black labor is less than the market wage of white labor in the absence of the ADL

(wg < wg,). The firm’s demand for black labor rotates down through wg, and the firm’s demand

for white labor rotates up through wg with the enforcement of the ADL.

lt is readily apparent from figure 10 that as long as the firm maintainscompliance with

the EEP, it responds to the enforcement of the ADL by decreasing its employment of black

labor and increasing its employment of white labor. In the absence of the ADL, the ürm em-

ploys B, black workers at wg and employs W, white workers at wg,. The firm must increase the

wage of black labor to wg, to move into compliance with the EWP. The firm employs B, black

workers and W, white workers at wg, subsequent to the enforcement ofthe ADL.

Figure 11 illustrates the firm’s labor demand responses to the ADL when the ürm is in

violation of the EWP and the EEP at the time the ADL ls introduced. These labor demand re-

sponses can be derived by enforcing the EWP and the EEP in a step~wise fashion. Let Ö; and

Ög, represent the firm’s labor demands when only the EWP is enforced. Adding the enforce-

ment of the EEP increases the firm’s demand for black labor from Ö; to Ö, and decreases the

firm’s demand for white labor from Ög, to Ö,,. The movements from Dg to Ö, and from Dg, to

Ö,, represent the net labor demand responses to the ADL when the firm is in violation Of the

EWP and the EEP.“°

*2 lt is implicitly assumed here that the firm’s employment responses to the ElNP do not move the firm
into violation of the EEP. The EEP has no impact on the firm’s labor demands as long as the firm
continues to meet the employment target.

** These movements also represent the net labor demand responses to the ADL if the firm’s employ-
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It is readily apparent from an examination of figure 11 that the enforcement of the ADL

generates confiicting employment effects when the firm violates both the EWP and the EEP at

the time the ADL is introduced. First consider the impact ofthe ADL on the firm’s employment

of white labor. The enforcement of the EWP only raises the firm’s employment of white labor

from W, to W,. Adding the enforcement of the EEP pushes the firm’s demand for white labor

to the left of Ö; and therefore pushes the firm’s employment of white labor below W,. Thus,

the white labor employment effects of the EWP confiict with the white labor employment effects

of the EEP. A similar conflict exists with respect to the ürm’s employment of black labor. The

enforcement of the EWP only decreases the firm’s employment of black labor from B, to B,. _

Adding the enforcement of the EEP pushes the firm’s demand for black labor to the right of

Ö; and therefore pushes the firm’s employment of black labor above B,. Given the nature of 4

the employment confiicts, the enforcement of the ADL has an ambiguous impact on the firm’s

employment of black labor and white labor when the firm violates both the EWP and the EEP

at the time the ADL is introduced.

The net impact of the ADL on the firm’s employment of black labor and white labor de-

pends in large part on the intensity with which the EA enforces the EEP of the ADL. The em-

ployment effects of the EEP will be small in comparison to the employment effects of the EWP

if the intensity with which the EA enforces the EEP is sufficiently low. It is Iikely that the firm

will respond to the enforcement of the ADL in this case by decreasing its employment of black

labor and increasing its employment of white labor. Figure 11 illustrates this particular out-

come. This outcome does not hold in general, however. Ambiguities in the employment ef-

fects of the ADL will arise as the EA increases the intensity with which it enforces the EEP.*1

to the EWP only move the firm from an initial employment position that complies with
the EEP to a subsequent employment position that violates the EEP.

*1 The firm must increase its relative employment of black labor if it is to meet the employment target
that is adopted by the EA. This EEP compliance condition is defined in terms of the firm’s relative
employment of black labor and as such does not eliminate or even narrow the ambiguities concerning
the firm’s absolute employment of black labor and white labor.
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III. The Impact of the ADL on Market Wages and Market

Employment

The market demands for black labor and white labor under the ADL can be expressed

as

DB = DB(W• ¢, Ö,T)and

DW = DW(w, ¢>, e, T), (9)

where 66 represents the share of firms in the labor market that exhibit a distaste for employing

black labor. The market demands for labor have the following properties:

ÖEB ööla ÖGB ÖBB
mz

<0, öqs <0, 06 >0, ÖT >0 (10)

65W 65W 65W 65W
Ö; <Ü, ö¢ >Ü,-§<Ü, ÖT <Ü. (11)

Figure 12 illustrates the impact of the ADL on the market demands for black labor and

white labor. Let Dg and Dg, represent the market demands for labor in the absence ofthe ADL.

Assume the market wage of black labor is less than the market wage of white labor in the

absence of the ADL (wg < wg,). The enforcement of the EWP only rotates the market demand

for black labor from Dg to D; and rotates the market demand for white labor from Dg, to DW .

Adding the enforcement of the EEP increases the market demand for black labor from Ö; to

D8 and decreases the market demand for white labor from DW to DW.
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Deüne

~ ~ E tw, qs. e, r)
RD(w, d>, 6. T) = *1%-**- (12)

DW(w. ¢>. 6. T)

as the relative market demand for black labor under the ADL. Assume RD is constant for all

. W so that öR—„/öW=0. The EA's enforcement of the EEP leads to an increase in the market

demand for black labor, a decrease in the market demand for white labor and therefore an

increase in the relative market demand for black labor (öR‘„/öe >

0,Theincrease in the relative market demand for black labor that results from the _

enforcement of the EEP is bounded by the employment target (p) that is adopted by the EA.

If the intensity with which the EA enforces the EEP is sufticient to compel complete compliance

with the EEP from all tirms, than
R10

= p.9* Otherwise, R-, < p.

Let

Sa = SB(WB) (13)

and

Sw = Swiww) „ (14)

represent the market supplies of black labor and white labor. Assume öS,/öw„>0 and

öS„/öww > 0 .9* Detine

S5(W5)
4

R (w .w )=———— (15)S B W SM/(WW)

9* ln the absence of a wage differential against black labor, no iirms are willing to employ black labor
in excess of what is required to meet the employment target.

9* The ADL effects under perfectly inelastic labor supplies will not be considered here.
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as the relative market supply of black labor. Assume R, is constant (R,) for all w, = ww = w.

ln addition, assume R, < R, for w, < ww and R, > R, for w, > ww.

The equilibrium relationships between the market demands for black labor and white Ia-

bor and their respective market supplies depend on the relationship between p and R,. Sup-

pose the EA can choose either p, =(B„/W,) or where p1<p2, as the employment

target.°7 lf the EA selects p, as the employment target, then R, < R,, which implies

DB(w, ¢>, e, T) < SB(w) (16)

and

Dw(W. 4>. 6. T) = $w(w) “ (17)

in equilibrium in this case.°° These equilibrium conditions hold under p, regardless of whether

the
EA’s

effort to enforce the EEP is sufticient to compel complete compliance with the EEP

from all ürms in the labor market. lf the EA selects p, as the employment target, then

R, S R,, which implies

DB(w. d>. 6, T) S SB(w) (18)

and

EM}. ¢>. 6. T) = SWÜV) (19)

in equilibrium in this case. If the intensity with which the EA enforces the EEP is sufticient to

compel complete compliance with the EEP from all lirms in the labor market, then R, = R, and

Ö, = S,. Otherwise,
R1,

< R, and Ö, < S,.

*7 These employment targets are identical to those outllned in section III of chapter 4.

*9 These equilibrium conditions can be traced to the enforcement of the EWP of the ADL and are iden-
tical to those presented in section III of chapter 3 for the EWL
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The market wage and the market employment effects of the ADL can be analyzed by first

introducing the EWP only and then adding the EEP. Figure 13 illustrates the wage and em-

ployment effects of the ADL when the EA selects p, as the employment target but does not

enforce the EEP with enough intenslty to compel all tirms to comply completely with the ADL.

The introduction of the EWP only rotates the market demand for black labor from Dg to

Ö; and rotates the market demand for white labor from D5, to D;. The market wage of black

labor increases from wg to wt, the market employment of black labor decreases from B, to

Bt, the market wage of white labor increases from w5, to wt and the market employment of

white labor increases from W, to W+, where (8*/Wt) < p,.

Addlng the EEP increases the market demand for black labor from Ö3 to D-5 and de-

creases the market demand for white labor from Ö; to D5,. The market wage falls from wt to

W', the market employment of black labor rises from Bt to B' and the market employment of

white labor falls from Wt to W', where (B'/W') < p,.

It is readily apparent from an examination of figure 13 that the enforcement of the ADL

generates conflictlng wage and employment effects for white labor. The enforcement of the
1

EWP raises the market wage and the market employment of white labor whereas the

enforcement of the EEP lowers the market wage and the market employment of white labor.

lt is also readily apparent from figure 13 that the enforcement of the ADL generates conflictlng

employment effects for black Iabor.*° The enforcement ofthe EWP lowers the market employ-

ment of black labor whereas the enforcement of the EEP raises the market employment of

black labor.

Figure 13 is constructed under the assumption that the intenslty with which the EA en-

forces the EEP is sufficiently low so that the wage and employment effects of the EEP are small

in comparison to the wage and employment effects of the EWP. The enforcement of the ADL

under this set of conditions increases the market wage of black labor, decreases the market

*9 The apparent conflict in figure 13 regarding the impact of the ADL on the market wage of black labor
is due to the order in which the EWP and the EEP are introduced. As was demonstrated in chapters
3 and 4, the EWP and the EEP both serve to raise the market wage of black labor.
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employment of black labor, and increases the market wage and the market employment of

white labor. The wage and employment outcomes illustrated in figure 13 do not hold in gen-

eral, however. As the intensity with which the EA enforces the EEP increases, the wage and

employment effects of the EEP increase in magnltude, and the market wage and the market

employment effects of the ADL become ambiguous.

The range of possible outcomes can be narrowed somewhat by examining the wage and

employment effects of the ADL when the EA selects p, as the employment target and enforces

the EEP with enough intensity to compel all firms to comply completely with the ADL. There

exist three possible complete-compliance equilibria and therefore three sets of complete-

compliance wage and employment outcomes.

Figure 14 illustrates the polar case in which the wage and employment effects of the EWP

equal the wage and employment effects of the EEP for white labor. The enforcement of the

EWP only raises the market wage of black labor from wg to wi Iowers the market employment

of black labor from B, to Bt, raises the market wage of white labor from wg, to wt and raises

the market employment of white labor from W, to W+, where (B*/W+) < p,. The introduction

of the EEP Iowers the market wage from w+ to wc, raises the market employment of black labor

from B+ to B°= B, and Iowers the market employment of white labor from W+ to
W‘=

W,,

where (B¢/W=) = p, = (B,/W,). The enforcement ofthe ADL in this case raises the market wage

of black labor, but has no impact on the market employment of black labor, the market wage

of white labor or the market employment of white labor.

Figure 15 illustrates the case in which the wage and employment effects of the EWP

dominate the wage and employment effects ofthe EEP for white labor. The enforcement ofthe

ADL under this set of conditions raises the market wage and the market employment of black

labor and raises the market wage and the market employment of white Iabor.‘°°

Figure 16 illustrates the case in which the wage and employment effects of the EEP

dominate the wage and employment effects of the EWP for white labor. The enforcement of

*°°
Since (B=/W=) = p, = (B,/W,) and W° > W,. then it must be the case that B° > B,.
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the ADL under this set of conditions raises the market wage of black labor, lowers the market

employment of black labor and Iowers the market wage and the market employment of white

labor.’°‘

The labor market outcomes illustrated in tigures 14, 15 and 16, when considered jolntly,

indicate that the enforcement of the ADL raises the market wage of black labor when the EA

selects p, as the employment target and enforces the EEP with enough intensity to compel all

tirms to comply completely with the ADL. However, the enforcement of the ADL under these

conditions has an ambiguous impact on the market employment of black labor. Hence, the

enforcement of the ADL does not necessarily raise the market employment of black labor

when the EA selects p, as the employment target. The impact ofthe ADL on the market wage
E

and the market employment of white labor is also ambiguous when the EA selects p, as the

employment target.

The analysis proceeds along similar lines for the case in which the EA selects p, as the

employment target. There are three possible sets of wage and employment outcomes when

the EA selects p, as the employment target and enforces the EEP with enough intensity to

compel all ürms to comply completely with the ADL.

Figure 17 illustrates the polar case in which the wage and employment effects of the EWP

equal the wage and employment effects of the EEP for white labor. The enforcement of the

EWP only raises the market wage of black labor from wg to wh Iowers the market employment

of black labor from 5, to 5*, raises the market wage of white labor from wg, to w* and raises

the market employment of white labor from W, to W*, where (5*/W+) < p,. The introduction

ofthe EEP Iowers the market wage from vi/* to w=, raises the market employment of black labor

from 5* to
B‘

and Iowers the market employment of white labor from W* to W= = W,, where

(5=/Wc) = p,. The enforcement of the ADL in this case raises the market wage and the market

im Since (B°/Wc) = p, = (B,/W,) and WF < W,, then it must be the case that B° < B,.
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employment of black labor but has no impact on the market wage or the market employment

of white labor.

Figure 18 illustrates the case in which the wage and employment effects of the EWP

dominate the wage and employment effects ofthe EEP for white labor. The enforcement ofthe

ADL under this set of conditions increases the market wage and the market employment of

V
black labor and increases the market wage and the market employment of white labor.

Figure 19 illustrates the case in which the wage and employment effects of the EEP

dominate the wage and employment effects of the EWP for white labor. The enforcement of

the ADL under this set of conditions increases the market wage and the market employment

of black labor and decreases the market wage and the market employment of white labor.

The labor market outcomes illustrated in tigures 17, 18 and 19, when considered jointly,

indicate that the enforcement of the ADL raises the market wage and the market employment

of black labor when the EA selects pz as the employment target and enforces the EEP with

— enough intensity to compel all tirms to comply completely with the ADL. The enforcement of

the ADL under these conditions, however, generates ambiguous wage and employment ef-

fects for white labor.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS

I. Policy lmplications

Title Vll of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is intended to eliminate wage and employment

discrimination against blacks and females and thereby improve the labor market status of

blacks and females. The foregolng theoretical analysis of the labor market effects of Title VII

clearly indicates that the equal wage and equal employment provisions of Title VII function in

concert to raise the market wages of blacks and females. However, the analysis does raise

questions as to whether the enforcement of Title VII can improve the market-wide employment

opportunities of blacks and females.

The EEOC selects the employment targets on the basis of the realized representation of

blacks and females in the labor market. Following the analysis presented in chapter 5, the

enforcement of Title VII under this target selection strategy generates unemployment among

blacks and females and may in fact lead to a decrease in the market employment of blacks

and females even in the unlikely event that all tirms meet the EEOC’s employment targets.

These unintended employment outcomes can be traced to a number of factors.
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The enforcement of Title Vll does not alter the discriminatory tastes of firms. The firms

that exhibit discriminatory tastes against blacks and females are expected to increase their

employment offers to blacks and females in an effort to comply with the equal employment

provision of Title VII. However, these firms are not willing to increase their employment of

blacks and females above what is necessary to satisfy the EEOC’s employment targets. The

limited improvement in the employment opportunities of blacks and females in discriminatory

tirms is balanced against a decrease in their employment opportunities in other firms in the

labor market. The firms that do not exhibit discriminatory tastes against blacks and females

are willing to employ blacks and females in excess of what is necessary to satisfy the EEOC’s

employment targets. However, the enforcement of Title Vll raises the market wages of blacks
”

and females and consequently causes these tirms to reduce their employment offers to blacks

and females. Under the EEOC’s method of selecting the employment targets, the lost em-

ployment opportunities of blacks and females in non-discriminatory firms might very well

dominate the limited improvement in their employment opportunities in discriminatory firms.

The EEOC does have at its disposal a number of policy options that are capable ofen-

suring a market-wide improvement in the employment opportunities of blacks and females.

The most direct approach is for the EEOC to raise the employment targets above the realized

representation of blacks and females in the labor market. This would have the effect of in- °

creasing the magnitudes of the employment adjustments that are required for discriminatory

firms to comply with the equal employment provision of Title VII and reducing the magnitudes

of the employment adjustments that can be undertaken by non-discriminatory firms without

violating the equal employment provision of Title VII.

The EEOC is likely to face considerable opposition from white males if it decides to raise

the employment targets. White males can be expected to argue that such a move on the part

of the EEOC will reduce their market employment opportunities. The analysis presented in

chapter 5 indicates that this is not a necessary outcome of Title VII. lndeed, the enforcement

of Title VII might even improve the market employment opportunities of white males.
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The EEOC could suspend the enforcement ofthe equal wage provlsion of Title Vll instead

of raising the employment targets. Following the analysis presented in chapter 4, the

enforcement of the equal employment provlsion only will lncrease the market wages and the

market employment opportunities of blacks and females.

The EEOC is likely to face considerable opposition from blacks and females if it decides

to enforce only the equal employment provlsion of Title Vll. Blacks and females can be ex-

'
pected to view the EEOC’s suspension of the equal wage provlsion as an invitation to firms to

practice wage discrimination against blacks and females. While this opposition may appear

to have some merit at first glance, it ignores one important consequence of the equal em-

ployment provlsion of Title Vll. The firms that are in violation of the equal employment pro-

vision will raise their wage offers to blacks and females in an attempt to attract enough blacks

and females to satisfy the EEOC’s employment targets. The labor demand responses of these

firms will put upward pressure, not downward pressure, on the market wages of blacks and

females.

II. Issues for Further Research

The foregoing analysis of the labor market effects of Title VII is developed within the

framework of a labor market in which employer discrimination serves as the source of the

discriminatory behavior. It may be the case that the market wage and employment effects of

Title Vll depend on the source of the discriminatory behavior as well as on the nature of the

Title Vll wage and employment constraints that are imposed on employers. This issue can

be addressed by extending the theoretical analysis to a labor market in which employee dis-

crimination is the source of the discriminatory behavior and to a labor market in which con-

sumer discrimination is the source of the discriminatory behavior.
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There are a number of alterations than can be made to the structure of the equal em-

ployment law that is outlined in chapter 4. The analysis of the equal employment law is con-

ducted under the assumption that the employment target remains unchanged once It is

selected by the EA. lt may be of interest to restructure the enforcement model so that the EA

is able to adjust the employment target in response to changes In the relative market em-

ployment of black labor. Another possible alteration concerns the measure that is used to

evaluate compliance with the equal employment law. The compliance measure that Is

adopted in chapter 4 focuses on the absolute shortfall in a lirm’s employment of black labor.

Reformulatlng the compliance measure In terms of the relative shortfall in a fIrm’s employ-

ment of black labor might offer additional Insight into both the firm-level and the market-level

effects ofthe equal employment law.

The analysis of the equal wage law is conducted under the assumption that all firms pay

equal wages to black workers and white workers In response to the law. The implications of

an imperfectly enforced equal wage law can be examined by introducing uncertainties into the

detection and settlement components of the enforcement model that is outlined in chapter 3.

The analysis of the equal wage law may offer some Insight into the current controversy

surrounding comparable worth legislation. For the most part, the comparable worth debate

has centered on the technical difficulties involved in measuring and evaluating the content of

various jobs. Little attention has been focused on the expected wage and employment effects

of comparable worth legislation. The equal wage analysis of chapter 3 provides the basic

structure for an analysis of the labor market effects of a comparable worth law. The most

substantive change that is required to pursue such an analysis involves the formulation of a

multi-occupation labor market in which female workers are crowded into an occupation that

offers a lower wage than Is available in a male-dominated occupation. Once the initial seg-

regation of labor is established, the analysis of a comparable worth law can proceed along

similar lines.
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. Appendix A. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE

FIRM-LEVEL EFFECTS OF EMPLOYER

DISCRIMINATION

1.

The second-order conditions for the maximization of the utility function specified in

equation 3 of chapter 2 require

2
= fBB < 0 (8)

2

and

gg 62u
2 öBöWlAl (fe5fww' {gw) >0~ (C)

öBöW ÖW2
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These requirements are satisfied if f(B,W) is strictly concave. in which case the utility function

specified in equation 3 of chapter 2 is also strictly concave.

2.

Totaily differentiating equations 4 and 5 of chapter 2 and applying Cramer’s Rule yields

dwß + fBW

dB dww fww“ iA: (dl

and
‘

fBB dwg

+dw
f-BW dww

0IAI ( l

where |A| is as defined in section 1 of this appendix.

Evaluating equation d yields

dB _ fww
dwB — im <

°
‘°

dB _ ” few
A

and

= < 0 (h)
dä lAl

‘

The sign of equation g stems directly from the assumption that black labor and white labor

are substitutes in production
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Evaluating equation e yields

dW =
{B8 < 0 (I)

dW =
—fBw

>0 ID
dwg I

and

dü lAl '

The signs of equations j and k stem directly from the assumption that black labor and white

labor are substitutes in production.
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Appendix B. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE

MARKET-LEVEL EFFECTS OF EMPLOYER

DISCRIMINATION
E

1.
Totally differentiating equations 16 and 17 of chapter 2 and applying Cramer’s Rule yields

.. öD öDdsa — gfd¢
ÖD öD

ÖSW

d¢dwB (8)

and
I

ÖD - öDÖSB dd>

dww (b)
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OD, OD,
l

Ow O OD OD OD OD,Wh€l’€
IBI=

BwwOD,„
ODW Ow6 Oww Oww Ow„

Ow6 Oww

Let d§, = dg), = 0. Evaluating equation a yields

ODB ODW ODW ODB

da " im · (°)

Evaluating equation b yields

dww
—

OwB Od> + O¢• OwB
dtp “ IBI ‘ (dl

Neither equation c nor equation d can be signed without imposing restrictions on the

relative sizes ofthe own—wage labor demand effects and the cross-wage labor demand effects.

Assume the own-wage labor demand effects dominate the cross-wage labor demand effects

so that

OD OD OD OD
...i >ii and

J!.
>ll I

OwB ÖWW ÖWW Owß

This makes equations c and d sign detinite. To see this, let the cross-wage labor demand

effects be equal to zero. Equation c reduces to

ODB ODW
d

_
O O 0 (6)

d¢> ODB ODW
ÖWB ÖWW
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and equatlon d reduces to

g_ (0
dqb ÖDB ÖDW

öwB öww

_ Thus, an increase in the share of tlrms that discriminate against black labor leads to a

decrease in the market wage of black labor and an increase in the market wage of white labor.

Since dg, = d§„ = 0, employer discrimination against black labor does not affect the market

employment of black labor or the market employment of white labor. .

2. _

Totally differentiating equations 20 and 21 of chapter 2 and applying Cramer’s Rule yields

ÖD ÖD
- _.Ä dd, i.

ÖD ÖD öS..l __l

dwg = (9)

and

ÖD öS ÖD
...Ä. _ ..i _ldd, .
ÖWB öwaöD

öD....i _.l dd,
öwad

= , hWW ici ( )
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6D8 658 6D8
6w8

—
6w8 6wW

wherelC| =
6DW 6DW 65W
6w8 6wW

—
6wW

‘

6D8 658 6DW 65w 6DW 6D8_
ÖWB ÖWB ÖWW

_
6wW - ÖWB ÖWW

Evaluating equation g yields

6D8 6DW 65w
+

6DW 608

dwg 645 6wW 6wW 6¢ 6wW

dqs ‘ ici ‘ (D

Evaluating equation h yields

6DW 6D8 658
+

6D8 6DW

dww 6w8 6w8 ÖWB

d¢» ’ ici ‘ (D

Neither equation i nor equation j can be signed without imposing restrictions on the rel-

ative sizes of the own-wage labor demand effects and the cross-wage labor demand effects.

Assume the own-wage labor demand effects dominate the cross-wage labor demand effects

so that

6D 6D 6D 6D{.1}.;8,,,,6w8
6wW oww 6w8

This makes equations i and j sign detinite. To see this, let the cross-wage labor demand ef-

fects be equal to zero. Equation i reduces to
l
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d
—

ö
= ___....... < 0 (k)

dd> 605 6s5
öwg

—
ÖWB

and equation j reduces to

dw
_

ö¢>
d4> 60,,, 66,,

ÖWW
—

ÖWW

Thus, an increase in the share of lirms that discriminate against black labor Ieads to a

decrease in the market wage of black labor and an increase in the market wage of white labor.

Since the market supplies of black labor and white labor are upward sloping, the market em-

ployment of black labor falls and the market employment of white labor rises as the share of

discriminating tirms increases.
1
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Appendix C. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE

FIRM-LEVEL EFFECTS OF THE EQUAL WAGE LAW

1.

The second-order conditions for the maximization of the utility function specified in

equation 1 of chapter 3 require

2
= fBB < 0 (8)

2
l A

= rww < 0 . (0)

and

@ 62u
2 öBöWIA! = ÖSQU ÖQU = Ifggfww ·— 'äw) > 0- (¢)

ÖBÖW ÖWZ

These requirements are satisüed if f(B,W) is strictly concave, in which case the utility function

speciüed in equation 1 of chapter 3 is also strictly concave.
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2.

Totally differentiating equations 2 and 3 of chapter 3 and applying Cramer’s Rule yields

dv? + dä t-BW
uli fww

dB = ————lAl . (d)

and

gg dt? + d0
{BW dv?

d = ——————,‘”
IAI (")

where |Al is as defined in section 1 of this appendix.

Evaluating equation d yields

ä= Lwir; (0
dß IAI

and

d6 lAl '

Equatlon f is not sign definite. lf fww< Gw. then dB/dvP<0. lf [ww >gw, then dB/dv7>0. lt is

assumed that fww < gw. This assumption guarantees that the firm’s demand for black labor is

downward sloping in vv.

Evaluating equation e yields

dv! = [BB Tfsw (h)

and
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dW — few
d9 im > (Ü

Equation h is not sign detinite. If f„< gw, then dW/dw< 0. lf g, >gw, then dW/dvTr>0. It is

assumed that faa < gw. This assumption guarantees that the tirm’s demand for white labor ls

downward sloping in W.
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Appendix D. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE

FIRM-LEVEL EFFECTS OF THE EQUAL

EMPLOYMENT LAW

I
1.

The second-order conditions for the maximization of the utility function specified in

equation 8 of chapter 4 require

= {88 '* Y < 0 (8)

ÖWQ — ww—PEl-r
’v<0

(b)

and

gg 62u
YÖB2 aeaw _ fBB—Y fBw+p

0‘°‘ ’ 6% am “ ‘r„w+pv rWw—p’Y > ' (°)
ÖBÖW ÖW2
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where Y = y„[aS + T] + ya„S + yaS„ + 2y,a,S + 2y,aS, + 2ya,S,. lf A > 0, then Y > 0. Other-

wise, Y = 0. · _

The second-order conditions are satisfied if the production function is strictly concave and

if black labor and white labor are substitutes in production. Assuming black labor and white

labor are substitutes in production is sufficient but not necessary to ensure the second-order

conditions are satisfied. Under these assumptions, the utility function specified in equation 8

of chapter 4 is strictly concave for all A.
‘

2.

Totally differentiating equations 9 and 10 of chapter 4 and applying Cramer’s Rule ylelds

dWB+dÜ—Zd6—}'1dT fBW+pY
A

dww + pZde + py1dT fww — p2Y
dB
=IDI

and

fBB
— Y dwB + d9 — Zde — y1dT

dW = (B)
IDI

where Z=y,a,S +ya„S +yazS, and where Y and lD| are as defined in section 1 of this ap-

pendix. lf A > 0, then Y > 0 and Z > 0. Otherwise, Y = Z = 0.

From equation d, ·

Ä.=f°ra||Ä_dwa
IDI

l=
l———· OfdB 0 r ll ,1 (g)d0 IDI < a
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dB -(yBw+py) >0 for J50
dww

_
IDI for J>0 (h)

gg =
— Zlfww + Pfaw) = 0 for J 5 0 (I)de IDI > 0 for J > 0

and

ß: =0 for J50 (D
dT IDI >0 for J>0'

From equation e,

dW fee ' Y—i = ·—‘— 0 f IIdww IDI < or a J (k)

dw -(;BW.+.py) >0 for J50
dwB ‘ IDI —}0 rm J>o U)

dw -(fBW+py) >0 for JSO
d0 ‘

im —}o forJ>0 (”’)

dw = Z(pfBB + {aw) = 0 for J 50 (n)
de ID I < 0 for J > 0

and

dw = Y1(Pf53 + {gw) = 0 for J 5 0 (0)
dT IDI <0 for J>0'

The nature of the indetermlnancies that occur in equations h, I and m for J >0 is dis-

cussed in detail in section Il of chapter 4.
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Appendix E. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE

MARKET-LEVEL EFFECTS OF THE EQUAL

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Totally differentiating equations 21 and 22 of chapter 4 and applylng Cramer’s Rule yields

öD8 öD8 ÖD8 öD8

00W 00W 00,,, 00W 0sW

and

008 0$8 008008öDW

öDW ÖDW ÖDW

dww (b)
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0w, 0w8 0ww
where ICI = .

0D,,, 0D,,, 05,,,

0w8 0w,„ 0w,,

· Solving equation a for the EEL effects yields

0D8 0Dw 05W 0DW 0D8

dwß 0e 0wW - 0wW + 0e 0wW

de = ici (°) _

and

dT = ici ‘ ld)

Solving equation b for the EEL effects yields

— —— —-—- ... +
•-l- l—-

dww 0e 0w8 0w8 0e 0w8 .

de = ici _ (°)

and

0DW 0D8 058 0D8 0DW

(T)

Equations c, d, e and fcannot be signed without imposing restrictions on the relative

sizes of the own-wage labor demand effects and the cross-wage labor demand effects. As-

sume the own-wage effects dominate the cross-wage effects so that
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öD ÖD ÖD öD
öwa öww ÖWW ÜWB

Equations c through fare sign definite under this assumption. To see this, let the cross-wage

effects be equal to zero. Equation c reduces to

dwa
_

0 0. (Q)

0wB

_

0wB

equation d reduces to

ÖDB
dw '——

dT ÖDB 6sB
0wB - öwa

equation e reduces to

de 60W asw
ÖWW

—
ÖWW

and equation f reduces to

ÖDW
dw

—
ÖT= ———————— < 0. 0)

0DW 0Sw
ÖWW

—
ÖWW

Therefore, the market wage of black labor increases and the market wage of white labor

decreases as the EA increases the intensity with which it enforces the EEL. Since the market

supply of black labor is upward sloplng in wa and the market supply of white labor is upward
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sloping in ww, an increase in the EA’s enforcement effort leads to an increase in the market

employment of black labor and a decrease in the market employment of white labor.
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Appendix F. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE

FIRM-LEVEL EFFECTS OF THE

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAW

E
Totally dlfferentiating equations 2 and 3 of chapter 5 and applying Cramer’s Rule ylelds

dvv + dä — Zde — y1dT fßw + pY
dW + pZdé + py1dT fww -· p2Y

dB = · (8)
IDI

and

rBB - v dä + d9 — Zde — y1dT

fßw + + + py1dT

dW=ID!
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where Y 'ydS11+ 2}'1<11S + 2)/1dS1+ 2}'(11S1

Z = y1G2S + }'G12S + YGQS
4

{BB — Y [BW + pY

IDI = 2Y

lf J. > 0, then Y > 0 and Z > 0. Otherwise, Y = Z = 0.

From equation a,

dB (fww‘ few) ·— PY(1+ P) >·—·:,— = -l———·—·—-— 0 f IIdw (D) < or a ,1 (c)

mrau ,1 (6)
d9 IDI

_@_
=
‘ Zlfww + Pfaw) = 0 for A 5 O (6)

de IDI > 0 for A > 0

and

=0 for A50 (I)
dT IDI >0 for ,l>0'

The sign of equation c is lndeterminate for all 1.. Following the approach taken in section ll

of chapter 3, assume Ifwwl > lfawl so that dB/dii< 0 for all 1. Note that this assumption is

sufticient but not necessary to ensure the tirm’s demand for black labor ls downward sloping

in vi}.

From equation b,

f — f - Y 1 + Ä (Q)
dw <
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dW—..([Bw+py) >0 for Ä.$0
d9 ’ lol -;-0 r¤r,1>0 (h)

dW _ Zlpfa6+’awl :0 mr iso (Üde IDI < 0 for J. >0

and

dW _ Y1(PfeB+fBw) =0 for J.$0 (DdT IDI <0 for J>0°

The sign of equation g is indeterminate for all J., Followlng the approach taken in section ll

of chapter 3, assume Ißal > Ifswl so that dW/dvP<0 for all J., Note that this assumptlon is

suflicient but not necessary to ensure the tirm’s demand for white labor is downward sloping

in vi/, The sign of equation h ls indeterminate for J. > 0. Followlng the approach taken in sec-

tion ll of chapter 4, assume the direct discrimination effects dominate the induced equal-

employment effects so that dW/d6 >0 for all J .
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